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ABSTRACT
Small biomolecule systems were interrogated using infrared multiple photon
dissociation (IRMPD) action spectroscopy and corresponding quantum chemical
calculations with a particular focus on peptide fragmentation and protonation site
preference. b2+ and b3+ fragment ions with a terminal lysine homolog residue were
investigated using IRMPD in the fingerprint region (1000 cm-1 – 2000 cm-1) and a
variety of computational methods. We present the first spectroscopic confirmation
of b-ion formation with a lactam structure. Infrared spectra for b2+ fragment system
indicate the presence of a mixture of structures, though final determination will
require further investigation. The b3+ fragment ion infrared spectra show strong
support for the presence of a predominantly lactam structure. Extensive
computational research in this system suggests the B3LYP method to be the most
computationally efficient density functional theory method for spectral predictions.
However, the inclusion of p-polarization into the basis set yielded inconclusive
results and should be investigated further.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Mass spectrometry is one of the leading analytical method for proteins, peptides,
and other small biomolecules. The advent of soft ionization methods—such as matrixassisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI)1–3 and electrospray ionization (ESI)4,5—has
brought the ability to efficiently ionize intact biomolecules for secondary analysis.
Researchers have coupled these soft ionization techniques with pre-ionization separation
and tandem mass spectrometry to reliably interrogate analyte populations for chemical
information.
Despite the ubiquity of mass spectrometry-based biomolecule analysis, insight is
limited by the dimensionality of the experiment. Mass spectrometers only measure the
mass-to-charge ratio, m/z, of its analytes. Tandem mass spectrometry addresses some
issues of the single measurement by evolving the system through some dissociation
event. This allows for n number of m/z measurements where n is limited by the MSn
capabilities of the mass spectrometer. However, these subsequent measurement still only
measures the m/z. Subtle structural information, such as charge location, secondary
structure, protonation or metalation site, and fragmentation pathway preference, remains
beyond the scope of this measurement and requires the addition of some other dimension
of analysis.
Several robust methods have been developed to characterize the structural
information of gas phase ions in the mass spectrometer. Electron diffraction has been
used to coax out structural information such as dihedral angles from small molecules but
demonstrates a weakness in characterizing metal containing systems.6–9 UV
photodissociation has been used to characterize the structure of large proteins and
protein-complexes in a top-down fashion.10,11 Ion mobility coupled with mass spectrometry
has been shown to be robust enough to characterize large protein-complex and specific
1

enough to differentiate between enantiomers and various electronic configuration
states.12–15 Structural characterization of small biomolecules, however, can take
advantage of functional groups present in the analytes.
Vibrational excitation through infrared spectroscopy offers a more direct route to
sampling the chemical and structural information of a system through coherent light
absorption. Intense infrared absorbers, such as CO, NH, and OH modes, are also
excellent hydrogen bond acceptors and donors. Information on these modes detail not
only the primary structure, but proton locations and secondary structure as well. When
infrared spectroscopy is combined with more advanced computational methods,
theoretical spectra can guide the experimenters to more specific information, such as
hydrogen bonding motifs and adduct moieties. Infrared spectroscopy provides the missing
link in the mass spectrometric analytical toolkit for small biomolecule systems.
Unfortunately, traditional infrared absorption experiments are difficult to conduct on gas
phase ions.
Ions of the same charge repel each other and therefore do not generally exist in
dense enough concentrations to take direct absorption measurements. The first infrared
experiments on ions interrogated charged water clusters via traditional absorbance
measurement, overcoming the concentration limitation through relatively large infrared
cross-sections and signal averaging over long periods of time.16 While some groups were
successful in this method of ion spectroscopy, the advent of infrared multiple photon
dissociation (IRMPD) spectroscopy in the latter half of the 1990s increased the ease and
versatility of infrared spectroscopy on ions.
IRMPD spectroscopy avoids this dilute concentration problem by taking an
incidental m/z measurement in place of traditional absorption. A mass-selected molecule
is irradiated by a tunable, coherent infrared light source and absorbs multiple photons that
2

increase its energy beyond a dissociation barrier. The unimolecular dissociation of the
mass-selected molecule results in a change in the m/z value of the desired molecule,
introducing a new fragment m/z value detected in the mass spectrometer. The theoretical
basis of IRMPD spectroscopy revolves around monitoring the unimolecular dissociation
of a desired molecule in proportion to the IRMPD fragments generated from the
dissociation. In effect, an indirect absorption measurement is taken wherein frequencies
in which the molecule absorbs more will generate a greater proportion of fragment ions.
This type of incident spectroscopy, where light causes a change in the population that is
monitored in place of the change in light itself, is called action spectroscopy. These action
spectroscopy measurements are much more sensitive than direct absorption
measurements as a mass spectrometer can theoretically distinguish as few as a change
in a single ion’s m/z value.
The availability of powerful tunable infrared light sources has paved the way to
meaningful IRMPD experiments. Powerful optical parametric oscillator/amplifier (OPO/A)
benchtop laser sources became commercially viable for homemade instrumentation and
free electron laser (FEL) facilities were built to provide high powered, high frequency range
support for IRMPD experiments.
IRMPD is a radiative dissociation as a result of the absorption of numerous
photons of discreet energy. IRMPD is dependent on the absorption of multiple photons
and cannot therefore be thought of as a direct function of absorption cross-section.
Instead, IRMPD should be thought of as a combination of individual absorption events that
raise the internal energy of a molecule beyond a vibrational dissociation barrier (see
Figure 1). The increase in the internal energy results in fragmentation along the weakest
bond in the molecule as opposed to the vibrationally-excited mode.

3

Figure 1 This graphic diagrams the excitation of a molecule from v0 to v1 as the result of absorption
of photon. Immediately following the absorption of the photon, the molecule undergoes
intramolecular vibrational relaxation (IVR) which redistributes the vibrational energy amongst other
vibrational modes equally, increasing the internal energy of the molecule. IVR also reopens the
initial excited mode for reabsorption. This process continues until the dissociation threshold is
surpassed.

As the radiative event is not the direct cause of cleavage, the multiple-photon
dissociation pathway is understood to proceed through a non-coherent mechanism.17 After
the molecule is excited along a specific vibrational mode, the energy quickly dissipates
among the various vibrational degrees of freedom in a process called intramolecular
vibrational relaxation (IVR).18 IVR reopens the incident vibrational excitation mode, v0 →
v1, to reabsorb and continue the multiple photon absorption process. IVR increases the
overall internal energy of the molecule by redistributing the excitation energy and results
in a unimolecular dissociation once the internal energy of the molecule surpasses the
dissociation threshold. IRMPD is therefore not a state-specific dissociation pathway—
4

rather than dissociating along the vibrationally-excited mode, the molecule dissociates
along the lowest energy bond.
The IRMPD process is similar to that of CID in an ion trap mass spectrometer. In
an ion trap, ions are submerged in a bath of helium at constant pressure. CID activation
uses radio frequency (RF) excitation to increase the oscillation amplitude of selected
masses. The RF excitation reduces the mean free path distance of the mass-selected ion,
thereby increasing the rate and energy at which the ion collides with a helium molecule.
The higher rate of collision heats the mass-selected ion, ultimately increasing the ion’s
internal energy beyond a dissociation threshold. IRMPD, however, can discriminate further
beyond mass-selection through the use of a tunable light source. For successful IRMPD
action spectroscopy experiments the focus is not on the type of fragment produced—
IRMPD will result in similar fragments across the entirety of the measured spectrum—but
instead on the intensity of the fragment signal that is generated at a specific frequency.
The weaknesses of IRMPD spectroscopy come from the loss of orthogonality at
higher internal energy states, non-dissociative losses in energy, and collisional cooling.
The IRMPD process avoids the anharmonicity bottleneck of repeated stepwise excitation
along the same vibrational mode through IVR.19 However, at higher internal energies, the
normal excitation modes lose their orthogonality. This results in slight red-shifting of bands
associated with higher dissociation barriers and loss of laser frequency-absorption
overlap. This effect is mitigated in trapped mass spectrometers by the increased
absorption time window and the quasi-continuum effect wherein ions at higher internal
energy present a broadening of their absorption cross-section.19 While absorption crosssection widening tempers the red-shifted absorption window, it also contributes to spectral
broadening during the experiment.

5

Non-dissociative energy losses present themselves as spontaneous and
stimulated emissions. Spontaneous emission is the radiative decay of the excited electron
without interference from an external source. As this process is spontaneous, this will
factor into IRMPD efficiency. Stimulated emissions, the decay of an excited electron due
to further radiation, is not a serious detractor to IRMPD efficiency. The increased density
of states at higher internal energy levels leads to degeneracy at the excited state,
encouraging further absorption over stimulated emission.
Trapping mass spectrometers use collisional cooling to reduce the momentum of
incoming ions. Collisional cooling reduces momentum by transferring internal energy from
the trapped ions to an inert cooling gas, like helium. The energy loss associated with
collisional cooling can compete with the completion of the IRMPD pathway. Though this
competition can suppress IRMPD efficiency, the effect should present itself equally across
wavelengths and is combatted by sufficiently powerful lasing sources. Competition from
collisional cooling will be mitigated by a collision-less environment produced under high
vacuum (< 10-7 mbar), such as those present in an ICR.20 These non-dissociative energy
losses can affect IRMPD efficiency, effectively resulting in uniform dissociation
suppression. As discussed, these effects can be mitigated and will therefore be largely
negligible. However, these losses in energy should always be considered when analyzing
spectra, especially those with inefficient fragmentation or low signal:noise ratios.
IRMPD has been used to characterize peptide structure,21–23 metal-adduct
moiety,24,25

protonation

site

preference,26,27

cluster

formation,28–30

and

isomer

differentiation.12,31,32 IRMPD action spectroscopy has carved out its niche in the mass
spectrometry community as a powerful method for structural identification, especially in
small biomolecule systems. This work coupled IRMPD spectroscopy with robust
computational methods to describe various biologically relevant systems.
6

Chapter 2: Mass Spectrometry-Based Proteomics
The biological system is dependent on cells—self-regulating, autonomous units
whose complex genetic programming can be simplified to a directive to maintain and pass
on information. This information is maintained in the DNA and is translated into proteins—
biomolecules of varying size responsible for a large majority of biological functions—by
way of transcribed RNA. The first large-scale, high-throughput attempt to synthesize this
biological information in a usable manner was genomics. Genomics is the mapping and
editing of the structure and function of genomes—the complete set of an organism’s
DNA.33 Included in this mapping is the full set of available genes, a template for the
proteins an organism can produce as a result from gene expression.
However, genes and proteins do not have a one-to-one relationship. Simply
because an organism can produce a protein does not mean it will, and if it does, it certainly
will not produce every protein in the same amount. Further, proteins do not stay at the
same location they are made. Proteins move about and throughout the cell to perform its
function. As such, proteins are susceptible to changes in their microenvironment. Physical
changes—such as tight and loose conformations—can change in response to the change
in the protein’s microenvironment. As the protein carries out its function, chemical
changes—such as binding to a receptor or other post-translational modifications—can
affect subsets of the protein population. Genes, however, cannot communicate these
changes.
In response to the desire to characterize biological information more precisely, the
field of proteomics was born. Proteomics is the large-scale analysis of proteins for their
structure and function.34 Proteomics move beyond genomics into the differential realm,
allowing for a “real time” snapshot of a cell’s proteome. If genomics, a map of what a cell
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could possibly do, is trigonometry, then proteomics, a picture of what the cell is presently
doing, is calculus.
Mass spectrometry-based proteomics has increased the ease with which proteins
can be identified and sequenced for biological research. Each amino acid, apart from
leucine and isoleucine, has a unique weight. Unique, known weights in a mass
spectrometer mean that sequencing can occur via some form of tandem mass
spectrometry evolution, primarily collision induced dissociation. The combination of liquid
chromatography separation and mass spectrometry in time allows for high-throughput
analysis of a cell’s proteome. There are two common categories of mass spectrometrybased proteomics experiments: top-down proteomics and bottom-up proteomics.
Top down proteomics experiments differ from bottom-up experiments in their
treatment of the purified protein. Top-down methods inject an intact protein into the mass
spectrometer for analysis. While methods differ in terms of pre-mass spectrometry protein
treatment, there is generally some form of separation beforehand so that only one protein
is being analyzed at a time.35 Once in the mass spectrometer, the protein will be activated
and fragmented. Computational software is then used to identify the fragments and assign
peptide identities to them.
Top-down proteomics has two large limitations in its applicability. The first comes
from the intact protein’s size. Most mass spectrometers have a relatively small upper mass
range. Ion traps are typically ineffective past 4000 m/z in high range mode and quadrupole
instruments have an even lower limit of 1500 m/z. The second limitation comes from
resolving power of the mass spectrometer. Intact proteins will ionize at a range of charge
states, and the

13

C peaks from a molecule of significant size will broaden each charge

state over a range of measured m/z. Unless the mass spectrometer has sufficient
resolving power to differentiate these broadened peaks, direct analysis of intact proteins
8

will be nearly impossible. A time of flight mass analyzer, for instance, will solve both
limitations but also limits the experiment to MS2 in most cases and requires a relatively
high-end instrument.
In a bottom-up proteomics approach, instead, one breaks proteins into smaller
peptides before analysis. Following protein purification, the protein is digested by some
lysing enzyme to destroy any secondary and tertiary structure and fractionate the protein
into enzyme specific peptides. The peptide mixture is then injected into an HPLC for premass spectrometer separation. This reduces the sample received at the mass
spectrometer for increased signal of the individual peptides. The peptides are fragmented
in the mass spectrometer, and then bioinformatics software identifies peptides from these
fragments.
Bottom-up proteomics avoids both limitations seen in the top-down methods.
Peptide size is dependent on the protein and lysing enzyme used but will generally range
from 10 to 15 residues in length. Peptides of this length are well within the range of most
mass spectrometers especially if the peptide is doubly or triply protonated. Further, with
these sized peptides, nominal mass resolution is sufficient to differentiate peptide
isotopomers. Bottom-up proteomics also has the benefit of increased separation from the
liquid chromatography step after purification and lysis. This typically results in better signal
and higher accuracy. The most notable downside from the bottom-up method is the loss
of de novo sequencing capability except under rare circumstances.36 Structural
information is thrown away during the protein lysing step which also increases the difficulty
of sequencing a sample with intact PTMs.
Arguably the most important component of the proteomics experiment is the
bioinformatics software used for peptide analysis. Mass spectrometric data is collected for
the precursor ion and its CID product ions corresponding to each proteolytic peptide and
9

its fragments. Typical software, such as SEQUEST, has the expected proteins for a given
sample preloaded into a .fasta file. The software loads the precursor data and generates
theoretical fragmentation data from all permutations of residues that could yield that
precursor weight. The software then compares its expected fragmentation spectra with
the observed spectrum. The peptide is assigned by the theoretical data that fits the
observed best, and the assignment receives a correlation value to reflect the confidence
of the assignment.
Accurate identification of proteins relies on the instrument’s ability to efficiently
fragment the peptides and the software’s ability to correctly predict the expected
fragmentation patterns. Understandably, the software needs some way to know how these
peptides could fragment and in what relative intensity they will fragment. It has been shown
that fragmentation mechanisms are dependent on the residues along which the peptide is
fragmenting.37 On method for detailing fragmentation pathway preference comes from
working backwards from a known product structure, the fragment. Therefore,
understanding the structures of the products and the fragmentation mechanisms acting to
produce those products is necessary to improve mass spectrometry based-proteomics.
Gas-phase peptide fragmentation occurs along the amide backbone of the peptide
(See Figure 2). a-, b, and c-ions are formed from dissociation with the charge remaining
on the N-terminal side of the peptide while x-, y-, and z-ions are formed from dissociation
with the charge remaining on the C-terminal side of the peptide. The site of fragmentation
is dependent on the type of dissociation event. a- and x-ions are formed as secondary
fragments from b- and y-ions or from high energy collisions in sector instruments.38 c- and
z-ions are formed via radical intermediates and therefore require specialized
fragmentation conditions, such as electron capture/transfer dissociation.39 b- and y-ion
products predominate vibrational dissociation and low-energy CID methods in peptides.
10

Due to the high number of vibrational dissociation methods available and the ubiquity of
their implementation in mass spectrometers, the analytical usefulness of b- and y-ions
significantly outweighs that of the other fragment ions.

Figure 2 Peptide cleavage locations shown along the peptide backbone. Arrow direction indicates
the protonated portion of the fragment. b- and y-ions highlighted as the predominate product
discussed in this work.

The nomenclature developed for peptide fragmentation is fn+ where f is the type of
fragment (a, b, c, x, y, or z) and n is the location of the fragment along the peptide in
residues. Residue numbering for the fragment starts from the N-terminus for a-, b-, and cions while numbering for x-, y-, and z- ions starts from the C-terminus. The fragmentation
sites of the peptide are governed by the mobile proton model of peptide fragmentation.40
With few exceptions, such as those due to residue specific localization, protons are not
sequestered at the most basic site of the ion and can instead populate other protonation
sites upon activation to yield excellent fragmentation efficiency over a wide range of
applied energies.41 This increased fragmentation efficiency allows for cleavage at different
sites in the peptide and paves the way to predictive, reproducible fragmentation patterns

11

for peptides. While all fragmentation pathways are not populated evenly, most are
sampled with analytically relevant yields.
The smallest commonly occurring b-ion, b2+, is an ideal system to monitor the
effects of residue location on the formation of a b-ion fragment. Previous studies have
shown two principal fragmentation pathways prevail in the formation of b2+ ion: an
oxazolone structure or a diketopiperazine structure (see Figure 3). The oxazolone b2+ is
characterized by a five-membered resulting from a peptide carbonyl O’s nucleophilic
attack on the next carbonyl C and is resolved by proton transfer and dissociation. This
pathway retains the trans conformation from the precursor peptide. The diketopiperazine
structure is characterized by a six-membered ring formed from the N-terminus’s
nucleophilic addition to the second residue’s carbonyl C and is resolved by proton transfer
and dissociation at the second residue’s carbonyl. The diketopiperazine pathway is
contingent on the trans-cis isomerization of the first residue’s amide bond.42 Despite the
diketopiperazine being more thermodynamically stable for most residues, the oxazolone
form is found more commonly, likely due to the increased barrier to formation presented
in a trans-cis isomerization or in the ring-closure step.43

12

Figure 3 The fragmentation mechanisms for the oxazolone and diketopiperazine forms of the b2+
ion are shown. Though these mechanisms are shown in a condensed manner for ease of reading,
the mechanisms are not concerted and instead proceed in a stepwise manner.

Additional fragmentation pathways have been suggested when specific residues
are present. A lactam b-ion pathway has been theorized for residues with an amino side
chain at the cleavage position.44 The fragmentation pathway (See Figure 4) proceeds via
nucleophilic attack of the amino side chain at its own carbonyl group, casting off a neutral
y-fragment structure or water in the case of the amino residue positioned at the Cterminus. The lactam ring size is dependent on the length of side chain and retains the
trans conformation of the peptide. The mechanism was theorized for protein amino
acids—such as lysine, arginine, and histidine—but has been shown to function with
ornithine, a non-protein amino acid homolog of lysine.

Figure 4 The fragmentation mechanisms for the lactam form of the b2+ ion are shown. Though this
mechanism is shown in a condensed manner for ease of reading, the mechanism is not concerted
and instead proceeds in a stepwise manner.
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It has been shown that peptides containing an ornithine residue preferentially
fragment to b-ions with ornithine in the terminal position, and that those b-ions produce
fragmentation patterns consistent with that of a 6-membered lactam ring structure.45 This
preferential b-ion formation has been dubbed the “ornithine effect” and has been exploited
to probe cyclic and stapled peptides in the gas phase.46 Both solution and gas phase
methods have been proposed for removal of the guanidino group of arginine to make
ornithine for peptide analysis.45,47,48 Whereas the conversion of arginine to ornithine for
peptide analysis is shown to be analytically useful, confirmation of the fragmentation
mechanism will develop a better understanding of the significance of the ornithine effect.
Lysine (K) does not show the same fragmentation preference as ornithine (O). K
is an amino acid with a labile side chain consisting of a 4 methylene groups terminating in
an amino group. K is a basic residue, previous threshold studies have placed its proton
affinity (PA) at 996 kJ/mol, more basic than histidine (PA = 988 kJ/mol) but less basic than
arginine (PA = 1051 kJ/mol).49 Subsequent work has re-measured K (PA = 1004.2 kJ/mol)
in comparison to O (PA = 1001.1) and its two shorter homologs, 2,4-diaminobutanoic acid
(B) (PA = 975.8) and 2,3-diaminopropionoic acid (Z) (PA = 950.2).50 K, O, B, and Z will be
the focus of this work, and their structures are shown below (See Figure 5).

Figure 5 The structures of Lysine (K) and its three shorter homologs, Ornithine (O), 2,4diaminobutanoic acid (B), and 2,3-diaminopropionoic acid (Z) are shown above.
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The difference in PA between the three molecules is interesting. The stepwise
reduction of methylene groups in the side chain implies a similarly linear reduction in
proton affinity. However, K and O share similar PA (ΔPA = 3.1 kJ/mol) while B and Z
present the expected reduction in PA (ΔPA = 28.4 and 54.0 kJ/mol, respectively). The
small decrease in O’s PA is due to positive effects from entropy. Protonated O forms a
favorable “6-membered ring” hydrogen bonding scheme between the side chain amino
group and the N-terminus. K’s increased side chain length makes this hydrogen bonding
scheme less entropically favorable (7-membered ring vs. 6-membered ring), leading to a
slight increase in PA instead of the jump one might expect. Conversely, the B and Z side
chains are too short to take advantage of this favorable hydrogen bonding scheme,
leading to decreases in PA as a result. While B and Z do not have the biological relevance
of K or even O, their structural similarity provide an excellent system to test entropy-driven
change in gas-phase properties.
Entropy plays a large role in determination of gas-phase energetics. The
preferential fragmentation observed from the ornithine effect suggests an entropy driven
mechanism less favorable to K. We present a study to test the validity of that
characterization. A combined computational and infrared multiple photon dissociation
action spectroscopy study has been undertaken on the b2+ and b3+ systems of terminal K,
O, B, and Z fragment ions. We have determined the relative stabilities and spectra of three
fragment isomers to determine pathway preference and show that O is not the only residue
capable of forming a favorable lactam structure.
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Chapter 3: Basis Set and Method Comparison
Methods
Theoretical Procedures Calculations for the lactam, diketopiperazine, and oxazolone
forms of AK+, AO+, AB+, and AZ+ were computed using the Gaussian 09 suite.51 Conformer
sets were generated for several protonation sites (see Figure 6) using the GMMX
searching routine in PCModel 952 which varies bond lengths and angles, saving structures
with energies within 40 kJ/mol of the minimum energy structure. These conformer sets
were imported into Gaussian and used as starting structures for a series of molecular
orbital and density functional theory calculations. Final geometries, zero-point energies,
and thermal corrections to enthalpy and free energies were computed at the B3LYP/631+G(d)53–55 level of theory for all species.

Figure 6 The b2+ fragment ions with ornithine in the terminal position are shown. A shows the
oxazolone forms, B shows the diketopiperazine form, and C shows the lactam forms. The
protonation sites’ numbering does not imply an order of significance, rather just a naming scheme
developed to differentiate conformers of the same isomer.

Naming of the conformer types follow the convention of the isomer name followed
directly by a number corresponding to the protonation site (e.g. lac4). Diketopiperazine
has been shortened to diket, oxazolone has been shortened to oxa, and lactam has been
shortened to lac. The full word will be used when referring the isomer type while the
shorthand will be used while discussing a specific conformer. The protonation site will use
the naming scheme corresponding to the fragment type.
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The recommended scaling factors for B3LYP frequencies are 0.98 for ZPE and
0.99 for thermal corrections to enthalpy and free energy.56 Due to the small differences
between the recommended scaling factors and the unscaled harmonic frequencies, we
chose to use the unscaled harmonic frequencies to derive ZPE and thermal corrections.
The reported energy stabilities were derived by extracting the total electronic energy from
a ZPE computation at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)57 level of theory and converting to the
298K enthalpies and free energies using the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) computed thermal
corrections. Select low-lying conformers were re-optimized at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p)
level of theory for spectral comparison.
The B3LYP method has been shown to overestimate the effects of non-covalent
interactions in computations.58 To compare B3LYP’s ability to characterize the hydrogen
bonding in these systems, additional methods were investigated. The lowest lying
conformer of each b2+ isomer was re-optimized from the PCModel starting geometry at the
M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p)59 and ωB97-XD/6-311++G(d,p)60 levels of theory for comparison
of relative stabilities and computed spectra. When geometry optimization resulted in
different conformers between the three methods, additional structures were optimized to
account for the missing conformer or hydrogen bonding scheme.
The NIST recommended scaling factor for the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory
is 0.961.61 However, both B3LYP/6-31+G(d) and B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) spectra are
unscaled for their comparison. A scaling factor of 0.955 was used for both basis sets in
comparisons with the experimental data and was found by matching diagnostic peaks with
in the theoretical spectra with their experimental counterparts. Neither M06-2X/6311++G(d,p) and ωB97-XD/6-311++G(d,p) levels of theory have NIST recommended
scaling factors. Therefore, scaling factors were chosen by matching diagnostic peaks to
the already scaled B3LYP calculated spectra. This resulted in scaling factors of 0.924 and
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0.935 for the M06-2X and ωB97-XD computed spectra, respectively. Stick spectra for all
evaluated methods were broadened by a 20 cm-1 Gaussian function.

Results and Discussion
Basis Set Comparison The spectral differences between the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) and the
B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) levels of theory were explored. Our lab’s standard computational
method for determining thermochemical properties is B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p)//B3LYP/631+G(d). This method has shown almost quantitative agreement for thermochemical
properties of amino acids and small peptides. Unfortunately, there is no recommended
scaling factor for frequencies obtained using this method. In this study, we re-optimized
the lowest energy structures for each isomeric cation to include the p polarization functions
due to the availability of a recommended anharmonicity scaling factor for B3LYP/631+G(d,p). The NIST scaling factors are obtained from comparison of gas-phase
vibrational spectra with calculated spectra for neutral molecules. The multiple-photon
absorption process does not necessarily correspond to the single-photon Beer’s law
experiment. Therefore, scaling factors are decided by matching diagnostic peaks in the
theoretical spectra to those present in the experimental spectra. This method of scaling
factor determination often results in a scale factor that deviates from the NIST value. In
order to determine if re-optimization to the larger basis set was necessary to get reliable
IR spectra, a small study was conducted to determine how the addition of p-orbital
polarization to the computation changes the spectra. In addition, we took this opportunity
to examine other modern density functionals to determine if B3LYP is still the best choice
for calculating vibration spectra.
Re-optimization of the structures at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory did not
result in any significant structural changes to the isomers. Importantly, each re-optimized
structure maintained the starting conformer type. Some X-H and hydrogen bond lengths
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shifted as the p-polarization only affects hydrogen atoms. However, those shifts were
small (< 0.01 Å) and their effects should be negligible. This means that any spectral
differences observed will be primarily due to how p-polarization affects the method’s ability
to predict spectra at this basis set.
The diagnostic carbonyl stretching mode of the oxazolone isomer of AK+ was used
for comparison between the spectra computed at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) and B3LYP/631+G(d,p) levels of theory. An overlay of the two computed spectra was used to assess
the need for a relative scaling factor (See Figure 7). Without any scaling factor, the two
carbonyl bands’ peaks are within 8 cm-1 of each other. As the spectra reduce in energy
from the intense carbonyl absorbance, the spectral features present in the B3LYP/631+G(d,p) computed spectrum present slight red-shifting relative to its B3LYP/6-31+G(d)
computed counterpart. Despite this minor offset, comparison of the other isomers was
performed without any wavelength scaling.
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Figure 7 Spectral overlay of the oxazolone isomer of AK+ as computed at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d)
(Green Dashed) and B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) (Gold Solid) levels of theory.

Comparison of the spectra for all three AK+ isomers reveal that most spectral
features are maintained between the two calculations, though some bands have redshifted relative to the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) computation (See Figure 8). The only difference
immediately noticeable is the sharp, intense peak present near 1945 cm-1 in the B3LYP/631+G(d,p) optimized lactam spectrum. This peak initially looks like a diagnostic carbonyl
stretching mode. However, this isomer does not have an oxygen atom in the α-position to
the carbonyl to blue-shift that absorbance. Instead, this peak is the activation of the protonbridged hydrogen bond. The lowest energy lactam isomer sequesters a hydrogen between
the two carbonyls, and this absorbance is the stretching mode that oscillates between the
two carbonyls. This mode is significantly blue-shifted (~300 cm-1) in the B3LYP/6-31+G(d)
optimized spectrum.
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Figure 8 Full comparison of the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) (Green) and B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) (Gold)
computed spectra for the three isomers of AK+.

As expected, the carbonyls of each of the isomers have not shifted. However, the
p-polarization has affected the treatment of the N-H absorption modes. This effect is
shown in the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) lactam spectrum where the NH2 bend is red-shifted by
~25 cm-1. This effect also presents itself to a lesser extent in the oxazolone spectrum
where the amino bend is red-shifted by ~25 cm-1. Despite the slight red-shifting of the NH2
bending modes, the intensities of spectral features are largely preserved between both
spectra of each isomer. Though the intensities look significantly different in the lactam
spectra, the relative reduction in intensity for the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) spectrum results
from the inclusion of the proton bridge absorbance into the normalization. Were the same
peak included in the other spectrum, the two would show similar intensities.
A small shoulder present in the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) oxazolone spectrum due to
red-shifting of the amino bending doublet near 1680 cm-1 is not present in the B3LYP/621

31+G(d) doublet. In the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) spectrum, the amino bend and carbonyl stretch
present as a doublet at 1696 cm-1 and 1728 cm-1 with the protonated N-H bending out of
plane with respect to the carbonyl in different directions for each doublet peak. The same
carbonyl stretch and amino bend present themselves as a single intense peak at 1698
cm-1 with a lower energy shoulder at 1680 cm-1 in the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) spectrum. The
change in intensity comes from the protonated N-H bending mode staying in plane with
respect to the carbonyl with the shoulder representing the small out of plane bending
mode.
The spectra for AO+ show nearly identical treatment in the predicted spectra (See
Figure 9). Some slight red shifting of N-H modes occurs in the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p)
calculated spectra, such as the NH2 appearing ~20 cm-1 lower in energy for both the lactam
and diketopiperazine isomers. However, the main offender remains the sharp proton
bridge absorbance near 2000 cm-1. Similar to the AK+ experimental spectra, the AO+
experimental spectrum does not show any absorbance in that range.
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Figure 9 Full comparison of the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) (Green) and B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) (Gold)
computed spectra for the three isomers of AO+.

AB+ also predicts the lowest energy lactam to protonate at the alanine carbonyl,
forming a proton bridge with the lactam ring carbonyl. However, calculations with both
basis sets place that absorbance outside of the observed window. As such, the spectra
look similar for each of the three isomers (See Figure 10). Some previously noted N-H
absorbance mode red shifts present themselves here as well. The B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p)
lactam and diketopiperazine spectra both predict NH2 bend red-shifting of ~25 cm-1. The
B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) AB+ lactam isomer shows a distinct second peak at 1752 cm-1
corresponding to the ring carbonyl that is a less pronounced shoulder of the more intense
alanine residue peptide carbonyl stretching mode on the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) spectrum. This
is likely an artifact from the applied 20 cm-1 Gaussian broadening function.
The red-shifting of the NH3 bending mode is well explained by the change in the
basis set. While d-polarization affects all non-hydrogen atoms, the addition of p23

polarization only affects hydrogen atoms. The inclusion of polarizability will help to better
define the hydrogen interaction, especially at the protonation site. If the polarization results
in an increase in bond length, the frequency of the vibrational mode will decrease. A
decrease in frequency results in a reduction in energy, explaining the red shift observed
from the addition of p-polarization.

Figure 10 Full comparison of the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) (Green) and B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) (Gold)
computed spectra for the three isomers of AB+.

While the re-optimization of these structures did not change the conformer type,
re-optimization can cause a change in structure, such as the shifting of a proton from one
site to another. In addition to the potential for structural changes, re-optimization changes
the thermal corrections to enthalpy and free energy. These changes are not uniform
across the re-optimization and instead depend on the isomer and geometry. In the case
of AK+, re-optimization raised the lowest diketopiperazine structure’s free energy by
3.7kJ/mol while reducing the lactam and oxazolone forms’ free energies by 3.4 and 3.8
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kJ/mol, respectively. This has the net effect of reducing the diketopiperazine-lactam
energy gap from 3.8 kJ/mol to -3.3 kJ/mol. This change flips the stability gap so that the
lactam form is more stable than the diketopiperazine. Spectra alone cannot communicate
changes in energies and stabilities. Therefore, short of re-optimization across the entire
conformer set, separate basis sets should not be used for stability and spectral
representations.
We will proceed with 6-31+G(d) optimized geometries and calculated spectra for
the purposes of this work. The presence of intense proton bridge absorptions in the AK+
and AO+ spectra offset any accuracy gained from the addition of p-polarization. The
severity of spectral intensity differences is overshadowed by the power correction fitting
necessary to analyze the experimental data. Further, the broadening exhibited in
experimental IRMPD spectra reduces the reliance on overall spectral features in favor of
diagnostic bands, such as the carbonyl or amide stretching modes. The consistency of the
diagnostic carbonyl peaks between the two geometry optimizations reduces the impact of
the less diagnostic amino groups’ red-shifting. Lastly, the NIST recommended scaling
factor for the 6-31+G(d,p) basis set is only instructive as a baseline and requires
refinement based on the captured experimental spectrum. This scaling refinement can be
performed from the outset which eliminates the need for a recommended scaling factor
thereby removing the benefit from increased calculation time.
Method Comparison The M06-2X and ωB97-XD methods were identified in previous
studies for their treatment of non-covalent interactions.58 M06-2X, like B3LYP, is a hybrid
density functional which incorporates some of the Hartree-Fock energy into its calculation.
The Minnesota functional doubles the contribution of Hartree-Fock exchange as compared
to other functionals from its series, resulting in improved thermochemical estimates
including non-covalent interactions.59 While the B3LYP functional only contains
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optimizations for short-range interactions, ωB97-XD is a range separated functional which
allows for separate characterization of short range and long range, non-covalent
interaction. These two methods should provide insight into the accuracy of B3LYP
describing the peptide fragment system.
A summary of the stability gap results from the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)//B3LYP/631+G(d) geometry optimizations and subsequent re-optimizations at the M06-2X/6311++G(d,p) and ωB97-XD/6-311++G(d,p) levels of theory is shown in Table 1 (A full
summary of the results of the B3LYP calculations are available in Tables 2-5 in Chapter
4 while M06-2X and ωB97-XD re-optimized calculations are available in the Appendix
Tables 10 - 15). Stability gaps are reported as ΔΔG corresponding to the change in
relative 298K corrected free energy.
Table 1 Relative free energy stabilities (kJ/mol) are reported for AK+, AO+, and AB+ as calculated
by the B3LYP, M06-2X, and ωB97-XD methods. The results for the AZ+ have been omitted as they
do not have an experimental spectrum available for comparison.

B3LYP
Isomer
Conformer ΔΔG
Diketopiperazine diket2
0.0
Lactam
lac5
3.8
Oxazolone
oxa2
74.3

M06-2X
Conformer ΔΔG
diket2
0.0
lac5
4.3
oxa2
75.8

ωB97-XD
Conformer ΔΔG
diket2
0.0
lac5
9.3
oxa2
79.2

AO+ Isomer
Lactam
lac5
Diketopiperazine diket2
Oxazolone
oxa2

0.0
14.2
84.1

lac5
diket2
oxa2

0.0
18.4
83.1

lac5
diket2
oxa2

0.0
15.2
83.7

AB+ Isomer
Lactam
lac5
Diketopiperazine diket2
Oxazolone
oxa2

0.0
9.9
100.1

lac5
diket2
oxa2

0.0
10.7
96.0

lac2
diket2
oxa2

0.0
7.5
102.0

AK+

As shown in Table 1, all three methods predict the same isomer stability ordering
and similar relative stabilities between those isomers. Further, the methods
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overwhelmingly agree on the protonation site and hydrogen bonding scheme for the
lowest conformer type of each isomer. The three methods predict the lowest lying AK+
isomer is a diketopiperazine of the diket2 conformer type. All methods predict a relatively
close lactam isomer stability (Δ∆G < 10 kJ/mol) at the lac5 conformer type. The oxazolone
isomer is predicted to be significantly less stable than the diketopiperazine and lactam
isomers. All predicted oxazolone isomers are oxa2 conformers and lie > 74 kJ/mol higher
in free energy than the lowest energy diketopiperazine isomer. The hydrogen bonding
schemes for each of the lowest lying AK+ isomers are shown here (See Figure 11).

Figure 11 Lowest lying AK+ structure for each isomer type as computed by the B3LYP (Left), M062X (Middle), and ωB97-XD (Right) methods.
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The diket2 conformer has a hydrogen bond between the protonated K side chain
and the nearby ring carbonyl. The B3LYP structure shows the greatest distance between
the donor and acceptor of 1.62 Å. The M06-2X and ωB97-XD methods predict somewhat
closer distances of 1.55 and 1.58 Å, respectively. The lac5 conformer has a clear
hydrogen bond between the protonated alanine carbonyl and the lactam ring carbonyl.
The hydrogen bonding lengths show similar variation to that seen in the diket2 structures.
The B3LYP calculated structure has a longer coordination distance at 1.42 Å while the
M06-2X and ωB97-XD structures predict closer interactions of 1.34 and 1.40 Å,
respectively. Some hydrogen bonding interaction is suggested between the amide N-H
and the N-terminus, but all three methods predict relatively far coordination distances (>
1.99 Å). The oxa2 conformer shows a single hydrogen bond interaction between the
protonated K side chain and the ring nitrogen. Again, the B3LYP method predicts slightly
longer range interaction (1.63 Å), but all three methods predicted the distance within 0.03
Å of one another.
The AO+ stabilities are reversed from AK+ for the lactam and diketopiperazine
isomers. However, the conformer types are all maintained from AK+ as the lowest energy
structures for each isomer (See Appendix, Figure 39). The diketopiperazine isomer lies
14.2, 18.4, and 15.2 kJ/mol higher in free energy than the lactam isomer as computed by
the B3LYP, M06-2X, and ωB97-XD methods, respectively. The oxazolone isomers are
less stable than their AK+ counterparts. The B3LYP, M06-2X, and ωB97-XD methods
predict the oxazolone isomer lies 84.1, 83.1, and 83.7 kJ/mol higher in free energy,
respectively.
Interestingly, the AO+ diket2 conformer appears to share a nearly identical
hydrogen bonding scheme between the three methods (∆Å < 0.01) while the lac5 and
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oxa2 conformers display the same hydrogen bond length variation observed in the AK+
conformers. This indicates that the M06-2X calculation predicts the most stable lactam
isomer, and the B3LYP structure has the lowest relative stability. However, the difference
in relative stability is only 4.2 kJ/mol and did not result in the B3LYP method incorrectly
ordering isomers or misidentifying conformer types.
The AB+ stabilities follow the same trend as the AO+ stabilities (See Appendix,
Figure 40). All three methods identify the lowest energy AB+ structure as a lactam isomer.
The B3LYP, M06-2X, and ωB97-XD methods calculate the diketopiperazine structure lies
9.9, 10.7, and 7.5 kJ/mol higher in free energy than the lactam isomer, respectively. The
oxazolone isomer lies 100.1, 96.0, and 102.0 kJ/mol higher in free energy than the lactam
isomer as computed by the B3LYP, M06-2X, and ωB97-XD methods. The AB+ stabilities
provide the lone exception to the shared conformer types established in the larger b2+
calculations. The B3LYP and M06-2X methods predict the lowest energy lactam is a lac5
while the ωB97-XD method indicates the structure is a lac2 conformer (See Figure 12).
The three methods agree that other low energy structures are diket2 and oxa2
conformers.
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Figure 12 Comparison of the lowest energy conformers of the oxazolone isomer from the B3LYP
(Left) M06-2X (Middle), and ωB97-XD (Right) methods.

The ωB97-XD and B3LYP methods both predict relatively small stability gaps
between the two lactam isomers in opposite direction, resulting in a net relative energy
leveling of ~7 kJ/mol. The M06-2X method optimized a structure preference more similar
to the B3LYP optimized structure, but presented a slightly reduced stability gap (3.1
kJ/mol). The B3LYP computed lac5 structure shows stronger hydrogen bonding
interaction between the protonated carbonyl and ring carbonyl (ΔÅ > 0.09) as compared
to the ωB97-XD computed structure. However, the two methods produced similar
hydrogen bond interaction between the lac2 computed structures (ΔÅ < 0.02). The
difference in treatment of the protonated carbonyl between the two methods could result
in the shifted stability observed in the ωB97-XD computed structures.
Further determination of method based calculation differences will draw on their
treatment of predicted spectra. A spectral comparison of each low lying AK+ isomer with
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the experimental AK+ spectrum highlights the differences in predicted absorptions for each
method (See Figure 13). The difference immediately noticeable in the B3LYP computed
spectrum is the treatment of the C=N amide stretch and NH2 bending and twisting modes.
The B3LYP method places these two absorption modes resembling a doublet at 1604 cm-1
and 1642 cm-1. The other two spectra indicate these absorption modes will overlap into a
single sharp peak of medium-high intensity at 1611 cm-1 and 1630 cm-1 for the M06-2X
and ωB97-XD methods, respectively. Unfortunately, these absorptions will not be
instructive in differentiating the three methods’ accuracy as comparison to the
experimental spectrum reveals no intensity above 1750 cm-1, indicating the experimental
fragment is not an oxazolone.
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Figure 13 Calculated spectra for the AK+ Oxazolone (Top), Diketopiperazine (Middle), and Lactam
(Bottom) isomers as compared to the experimental spectrum collected from CLIO.
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The diketopiperazine spectra reveal a similar story to that of the oxazolone. The
B3LYP calculated spectrum predicts that the hydrogen bound carbonyl stretching mode
is split into a doublet corresponding to in-plane and out-of-plane NH3 bending with respect
to the carbonyl at 1619 cm-1 and 1641 cm-1. This peak is shown to be relatively broad,
though, and provides decent overlap with the experimental absorbance at 1640 cm-1.
Again, both of the other methods predict a single carbonyl stretch without any sort of
splitting, resulting in a sharper peak. The M06-2X calculated spectrum red-shifts this band
down to 1585 cm-1. The ωB97-XD computed spectrum places this carbonyl stretch at 1615
cm-1, closer to the lower energy absorption in the B3LYP spectrum, but significantly redshifted from the experimental band. All three methods predict medium intensity
absorptions around 1720 cm-1 corresponding to the other carbonyl stretch that is not
present in the experimental spectrum.
The lactam spectra show the highest similarity between the three methods. All
three methods predict two high intensity, sharp absorptions corresponding to the two
carbonyl stretching modes, with a low energy shoulder on the higher energy carbonyl. The
placement of these peaks differs between the three methods. The B3LYP spectrum shows
the best agreement with the experimental spectrum. The high energy carbonyl stretch
absorbs at 1650 cm-1 and the lower energy carbonyl absorbs at 1528 cm-1. The ωB97-XD
spectrum shows better overlap with the experimental spectrum in the high energy carbonyl
(1645 cm-1) but red-shifts the lower energy carbonyl to 1510 cm-1, where the experimental
spectrum does not absorb. The M06-2X spectrum performs poorly, predicting carbonyl
stretch absorptions at 1590 cm-1and 1500 cm-1. The experimental spectrum clearly shows
lack of absorbance in these regions.
The spectra for AO+ and AB+ confirm similar trends established in the AK+ spectra
(See Appendix, Figures 41 and 42). The varying methods did not produce significantly
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different spectral results. However, the differences shown—typically red-shifting in
carbonyls—resulted in B3LYP generally maintaining the best agreement with the
experimental spectrum. The lactam spectrum for AB+ confirms the accuracy of the B3LYP
and M06-2X methods in identifying the lac5 conformer as the local minimum as opposed
to the lac2 conformer (See Figure 14). The ωB97-XD computed spectrum predicts a
somewhat broad doublet corresponding to partial overlap of the carbonyl stretching modes
at 1743 cm-1 and 1720 cm-1, well beyond the absorbing region of the experimental
spectrum. The other two methods predict carbonyl absorptions closer to the broad,
experimental absorption at 1695 cm-1.

Figure 14 Comparison of the lowest energy AB+ lactam isomer by method as compared to the
experimental spectrum from CLIO.
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Conclusion and Future Works
The availability of a NIST recommended scaling factor should not be the sole
reason for using one basis over another, the additional descriptiveness should match the
additional time investment of the increased robustness. This computational study finds
that the addition of p-polarization does not dramatically increase the accuracy of
calculations and tends to poorly describe protons shared between two basic sites. IRMPD
action spectroscopy often provides broad absorptions that lack the refinement seen in
theoretical calculations. Whatever specificity is gained by the addition of p-polarization will
be overshadowed by the limit of quantitation for the data it is compared to. Therefore,
further re-optimizing to the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory would be a waste of
computational resources for this system.
Additional time should be invested into exploring the effects of various basis set
parameters on spectral performance. Specifically, the effect of double-ζ versus triple-ζ
descriptions for valence atoms and the addition of further diffuse and polarization functions
on predicting spectra. This study also limited the type of basis set to Pople basis sets.
Other studies have shown the efficacy of correlation-consistent and polarizationconsistent basis sets on the prediction of vibrational frequencies for small biomolecules.62
In the interim, B3LYP/6-31+G(d) computed spectra provide reasonable accuracy with
relatively inexpensive computing time.
The three methods studied did not provide significantly different results. The three
methods predicted the correct conformer in almost, and when ωB97-XD predicted the
wrong conformer, the correct one was very close in relative stability (2.1 kJ/mol). Spectral
predictions also remained largely inconclusive. There was certainly absorption wavelength
shifting between the three methods. However, as discussed in the basis set comparison,
the scaling factor can compensate for these differing wavelengths. Though the
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absorptions shifted relative to the other methods, they did not shift relative to other peaks
in the same spectrum meaning a scaling factor will adjust the absorptions higher or lower
in energy by the same amount.
Though the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set was necessary for correct energy leveling
using the B3LYP method, the 6-31+G(d) method provided similar spectra to the other
methods using larger basis sets. A smaller basis set reduces the computation time
significantly. The M06-2X and ωB97-XD methods took between 4 and 5 hours per
calculation, while the corresponding B3LYP calculation took between 3 and 4 hours.
Therefore, without any significant improvement in energetics or spectral prediction, we will
continue with the B3LYP method.
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Chapter 4: b2+ Fragment Ions
Methods
Theoretical Procedures Calculations for the lactam, diketopiperazine, and oxazolone
forms of AK+, AO+, AB+, and AZ+ were computed using the Gaussian 09 suite. Conformer
sets were generated for several protonation sites (see Figure 6) using the GMMX
searching routine in PCModel 9 which varies bond lengths and angles, saving structures
with energies within 40 kJ/mol of the minimum energy structure. These conformer sets
were imported into Gaussian and used as starting structures for a series of molecular
orbital and density functional theory calculations. Final geometries, zero-point energies,
and thermal corrections to enthalpy and free energies were computed at the B3LYP/631+G(d) level of theory for all species.
The recommended scaling factors for B3LYP frequencies are 0.98 for ZPE and
0.99 for thermal corrections to enthalpy and free energy. Due to the small differences
between the recommended scaling factors and the unscaled harmonic frequencies, we
chose to use the unscaled harmonic frequencies to derive ZPE and thermal corrections.
The reported energy stabilities were derived by extracting the total electronic energy from
a ZPE computation at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory and converting to the
298K enthalpies and free energies using the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) computed thermal
corrections.
The B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level of theory was used in extracting theoretical vibrational
spectra for comparison to the experimental IRMPD data. This method and basis set
combination does not have a NIST recommended scaling factor. By matching diagnostic
peaks to in the theoretical spectrum to their experimental counterparts, a scaling factor of
0.955 was reached. Stick spectra were broadened by a 20 cm-1 Gaussian function.
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Experimental Procedures IRMPD spectra for the b2+ fragment ion species were obtained
using the FEL facility, CLIO, in Orsay, France and the FELIX facility in Nijmegen, the
Netherlands. Infrared spectra for AK+ and AB+ were obtained in the fingerprint region
(~1000 cm-1 – 2000 cm-1) using the CLIO FEL in a modified Bruker Esquire quadrupole
ion trap mass spectrometer set up described elsewhere.63 AZ+ fragment ions could not be
isolated during the allotted laser time. AK+ (m/z = 200 amu) fragments to peaks at m/z =
183 amu (loss of NH3), 155 (likely the loss of NH3CO), and 128 (loss of C2H5COCH3). AB+
(m/z = 172 amu) fragments to 127 (loss of NH3CO) and 100 (loss of C2H5COCH3).
Fragment spectra were obtained as IRMPD action spectra. Dilute solutions (~10
μM) of the corresponding tetrapeptide were prepared in acidified (~1% Formic Acid) 50:50
MeOH:H2O (CLIO) or 50:50 C2H3N:H2O (FELIX) and injected into the mass spectrometer
via the electrospray ionization source. Mass spectrometer conditions and ion focusing
optics are tuned to optimize the corresponding tetrapeptide. Precursor tetrapeptides are
mass selected and allowed to undergo CID fragmentation to yield the corresponding b2+
ion. Fragment ions are then mass selected and irradiated with the infrared FEL. The
IRMPD fragment intensities are monitored as wavelengths are scanned. An infrared
spectrum is generated by plotting the sum of all fragment ions normalized to the sum of
the fragments and the precursor ion (∑ (fragments) / ∑ (fragments + precursor)).
FEL wavelength calibration occurs by splitting the beam and passing a portion
through a polystyrene film as a control spectrum in real time. This experimental spectrum
is then linearly fit to a known polystyrene spectrum. This linear fit is applied to the analyte
as a wavelength correction. The power (mJ) measured from the polystyrene spectrum is
fit to the wavelength as a polynomial function. This fit is used to generate power readings
for each wavelength scanned. The measured intensity is then divided by the normalized
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power to produce the corrected absorbance. Final analyte spectra are then normalized
and have a three-point average smoothing factor applied.
Similar procedures were used at the FELIX Facility in Njimegen, Netherlands to
obtain spectra for AO+ and the novel K and O lactam b2+ structures (AK-lac+ and AO-lac+,
respectively). AO+, AK-lac+, AO-lac+ spectra were obtained in the fingerprint region using
the FEL in a modified Bruker amaZon ion trap mass spectrometer.64 The FELIX FEL
operates at a 1 GHz macropulse with 10 Hz micropulses. Optical sensors detect the firing
laser and open shutters to the ion trap chamber for 200 milliseconds, irradiating trapped
ions with 2 pulses of the laser. The laser moves in steps of ~4 cm-1, and six averages are
taken at each measured wavelength. FELIX operates under a similar workflow to that of
CLIO but required much less concentrated samples (~1 µM). AO+ (m/z = 186 amu)
fragments to yield peaks at m/z = 141 amu (cleavage at the alanine α-carbon yielding loss
of H3CCH-NH2), 115 (cleavage at the peptide bond, loss of NH2CHCH3C=O), and 71 (likely
the complementary fragment to the previous loss). AK-lac+ (m/z = 200 amu) shows
fragment intensities at m/z = 128 amu (loss of NH2CHCH3C=O) and 84 (loss of NH2CHCH3C=ONHCHO).

AO-lac+ (m/z = 186 amu) fragments to give peaks at m/z = 169

amu (loss of NH3), m/z = 141 amu (loss of CH3CHNH2), 115 (loss of NH2CHCH3C=O), and
71 (loss of C5H8NO-NH2).
Wavelength validation occurs online via a grating spectrometer, and an additional
correction takes place during data work up from power and wavelength calibrations taken
between runs. The difference in expected and reported wavelengths is fit to the expected
wavelength as a polynomial function such that no point varies from the fit by more than
0.02 µm, the limit of detection for the undulator. This polynomial fit is applied to the
wavelengths scanned, and then converted to wavenumbers for use in captured spectra.
A correction for frequency dependent laser power variation is also applied during data
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workup. This power correction is performed in the same manner as that applied to the
CLIO data.
Materials Alanine Wang resin was purchased from ChemPep Inc (Wellington, FL).
FMOC-Alanine-OH,

FMOC-Lysine(BOC)-OH,

FMOC-Ornithine(BOC)-OH,

FMOC-

diaminobutanoic acid(BOC)-OH, and FMOC-diaminopropionoic acid(BOC)-OH were
purchased from MilliporeSigma (Burlington, MA). L-α-amino-ε-caprolactam and (S)-3amino-2-piperidone were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Burlington, MA) and used
without further purification. All materials were used without purification. Tetrapeptides
were synthesized with lysine homologs in the second position using a solid state peptide
synthesis protocol described elsewhere.65 Novel AK-lac+ and AO-lac+ structures were
synthesized by the Scheerer group (College of William & Mary, Williamsburg, VA) using
the purchased lactam and FMOC-Alanine-OH.

Results and Discussion
A comparison of the experimental data from CLIO and FELIX reveal similar
spectral features across the captured AK+ and AB+ data and present their differences from
the AO+ spectrum (See Figure 15). The most notable feature of all three spectra is the
striking lack of signal above 1750 cm-1. Without absorbance in the high energy range of
the experimental window, the oxazolone structure can be eliminated as a possible
observed isomer. The experimental spectra all present similar high intensity, broad
absorbance between 1650 cm-1 and 1700 cm-1. However, the AO+ spectrum shows a
second broad absorbance near 1530 cm-1 where AK+ and AB+ lack intensity at this
wavelength. Further determination of experimental populations required comparison to
theoretical spectra for each of the IRMPD spectra.
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Figure 15 A comparison of the three collected IRMPD spectra from CLIO (AK+ and AB+) and FELIX
(AO+) shows AK+ (Black), AO+ (Green), and AB+ (Gold). AZ+ could not be isolated during the allotted
laser time.

Lysine As described earlier, the lowest energy AK+ isomer is a diketopiperazine of the
diket2 conformer type. The lowest energy lactam isomer lies 3.8 kJ/mol higher in free
energy, and the lowest energy oxazolone is 74.3 kJ/mol above the global minimum. The
lowest lying conformer type from each isomer is tabulated here (See Table 2), and
selections from the full conformer search are available in the Appendix (See Table 16).
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Table 2 The lowest energy conformer of each isomer of AK+ is shown. ΔG values are reported in
Hartrees while ΔΔG values have been converted to kJ/mol.

Name
ak_b2_diket_077
ak_lac4_024
ak_lac2_003
ak_lac3_002
ak_b2_diket3_021
ak_oxa3_017
ak_b2_lac_001
ak_lac3_122
ak_b2_diket2_107
ak_b2_oxa_056
ak_oxa3_069

Conformer
diket2
lac5
lac2
lac3
diket1
oxa2
lac1
lac4
diket3
oxa1
oxa3

ΔG
-668.2778117
-668.2763483
-668.2743106
-668.2536419
-668.2533345
-668.2495116
-668.2491537
-668.2471757
-668.2448444
-668.2397296
-668.2394658

ΔΔG
0.0
3.8
9.2
63.5
64.3
74.3
75.2
80.4
86.6
100.0
100.7

Structural evaluation and comparison for the lactam was treated differently to that
of the diketopiperazine and oxazolone. The lactam structures should present similar
hydrogen bonding schemes across the same conformer types of the different residues
studied. The differences present in relative stabilities of these structures are driven by ring
size as opposed to favorable non-covalent interactions. Conversely, the diketopiperazine
and oxazolone structures maintain their ring size regardless of residue. As such, the
driving force in changes to their stability is instead favorable non-covalent interactions
available to the amino residue studied.
As expected, each conformer for AK b2+ type displays a unique hydrogen bonding
scheme (See Figure 16). The diket2, lac5, and oxa2 are the lowest energy conformers
of their respective isomer type and were detailed in the computational comparison.
Interestingly, hydrogen bonding schemes are not maintained when the proton shifts from
the hydrogen bond donor to the acceptor. As shown in the diket2 structure, the protonated
K side chain shows hydrogen bonding character with the nearest carbonyl. If the hydrogen
were to move from the K side chain to the carbonyl oxygen, the same hydrogen bonding
scheme would be maintained. However, the hydrogen bonding scheme shown in diket1
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indicates that the neutral K side chain forms a more favorable interaction with the adjacent
ring N-H hydrogen bond donor. This scheme reduces the size of the diket2 “8-membered
ring” to a more favorable “7-membered ring.” This indicates that while the K side chain is
the optimal site for protonation, an “8-membered ring” is not the ideal hydrogen bonding
formation were some other site available.
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Figure 16 B3LYP/6-31+G(d) optimized structures for the lowest energy conformer type of each
isomer of AK+.

The spectral comparison of the lowest energy calculated spectra for each isomer
and the experimental IRMPD spectrum is shown below (See Figure 17). Energetically,
the oxazolone should not be present in the experimental spectrum. The oxazolone is over
70 kJ/mol less stable than the diketopiperazine and oxazolone forms and is quickly
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eliminated by the lack of signal above 1750 cm-1. The diketopiperazine isomer should be
the favored structure. The overlapping amide and carbonyl stretches near 1640 cm-1
provide decent overlap with the most intense band of the experimental spectrum.
However, the higher energy carbonyl near 1710 cm-1 as well as the NH3 bend at 1535 cm-1
are not seen in the experimental spectrum. The lactam isomer (+3.8 kJ/mol) is also an
energetically viable structure. The intense carbonyl stretch near 1650 cm-1 matches well
with the experimental absorption, and the lower energy amide absorption matches the
lower energy tail from the experimental spectrum. The lower energy carbonyl stretch, near
1530 cm-1 is seen at low intensity in the experimental spectrum. However, the lactam
theoretical spectrum fails to predict the medium intensity band observed near 1570 cm-1
nor the high energy shoulder on the high intensity peak in the experimental spectrum.

Figure 17 A comparison of the experimental IRMPD spectrum (Black) and the theoretical spectra
for the lowest energy lactam (Green), diketopiperazine (Gold), and oxazolone (Red) forms of AK+.
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To resolve the uncertain results from the theoretical spectra, an authentic AK+
lactam was synthesized for comparison. The spectrum initially taken suffered from
broadening issues in the higher energy region. When 3 dB of attenuation was applied the
spectrum gained clarity. Additional attenuation was added but resulted in increased
broadening from depression of signal. As such the spectrum remains somewhat broad but
remains the best clarity available under these lasing conditions. The theoretical lactam
spectrum is compared to the experimental spectrum for validation (See Figure 18).

Figure 18 Comparison of the experimental AK+ lactam spectrum collected at FELIX (Black) and
the theoretical lactam spectrum (Green).

The theoretical spectrum predicts well the location of the intense peaks from the
experimental spectrum. The carbonyl stretch appears slightly red-shifted from the
expected location in the experimental spectrum. This is likely an artifact from the chosen
scaling factor. The scaling factor was selected based on data from the CLIO facility. CLIO
applies a linear wavelength correction that can skew the calibration, especially in the upper
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fingerprint region. The second identifiable peak in the experimental spectrum is likely the
amide stretch shown in the theoretical spectrum. Due to broadening, characterization of
the lower energy peaks is difficult, though the small intensity absorbers do share a similar
loss of absorbance near 1200 cm-1.
The experimental lactam spectrum is also useful for isomer determination of the
fragment spectrum. An overlay of the novel lactam and fragment spectra reveal the extent
of shared features (See Figure 19). The intense absorbance in the fragment spectra
overlays nicely with the lower energy doublet peak from the lactam spectrum. Additionally,
a small shoulder on the high energy side of the peak near 1300 cm-1 in the fragment
spectrum aligns nicely with a corresponding intensity in the lactam spectrum. The lactam
spectrum has reduced absorbance at the peak near 1575 cm-1. Similarly, the intense
absorbance at 1530 cm-1 in the lactam spectrum is reduced to a significantly less intensity
peak in the fragment spectrum.
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Figure 19 An overlay of spectra from the b2+ fragment at CLIO (Solid Black) and the novel lactam
synthesis at FELIX (Dashed Green) for lysine.

Taken together, this likely indicates the measured fragment spectrum exists as a
mixture, containing both the lactam form and another isomer. The high intensity peak from
the lactam structure likely forms the high energy shoulder of the carbonyl stretch in the
fragment spectrum. The same is true of the amide stretch, with lower energy absorptions
contributing to the broadening in the 1100 cm-1 – 1300 cm-1 region of the fragment
spectrum. The lactam isomer likely exists as a small part of the mixture. This is predicted
energetically by the small but clear preference (3.8 kJ/mol) of the diketopiperazine.
To test this, combined spectra were developed from the lowest energy
diketopiperazine and lactam isomers. The spectra were combined by varying amounts
and then compared to the fragment spectrum for accuracy. These combined spectra are
shown below (See Figure 20). The combined spectra containing 90% and 65%
diketopiperazine mimic the intense absorbing mode in the fragment spectrum well.
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However, these spectra continue to omit the fragment peak at 1580 cm-1 and include an
additional carbonyl stretch at 1720 cm-1 that is entirely absent in the experimental
spectrum. Spectral overlays of the diketopiperazine and lactam isomers with the
experimental data reveal distinct peaks in each that are not present in the experimental
spectrum (See Appendix, Figures 43 and 44). Additional measurements will need to be
taken for exact confirmation of the AK+ fragment.

Figure 20 Mixed diketopiperazine-lactam populations are evaluated against the AK+ experimental
IRMPD spectrum (Black). The mixtures evaluated are: 90% diketopiperazine, 10% lactam (Green);
65% diketopiperazine, 35% lactam (Gold); 50% diketopiperazine, 50% lactam (Red); and 10%
diketopiperazine, 90% lactam (Yellow).

Ornithine AO+ shares similar stabilities to those observed from AK+. The lowest energy
isomer is a lactam of the lac5 conformer type. The lowest energy diketopiperazine and
oxazolone isomers were located 14.1 and 84.1 kJ/mol higher in free energy than the
lactam global minimum. The energies of the lowest lying conformer types are presented
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here (See Table 3) and selections from the full conformational search are available in the
Appendix (See Table 17).
Table 3 The lowest energy conformer of each isomer of AO+ is shown. ΔG values are reported in
Hartrees while ΔΔG values have been converted to kJ/mol.

Name
ao_lac4_012
ao_lac2_001
ao_diket2_010
ao_diket1_305
ao_diket1_139
ao_lac3_002
ao_lac1_005
ao_oxa2_001
ao_diket3_339
ao_oxa1_165
ao_diket3_360
ao_oxa3_069
ao_oxa1_052
ao_diket1_286

Conformer
lac5
lac2
diket2
diket4
diket1
lac3
lac1
oxa2
diket3
oxa1
bicyclic1
oxa3
bicyclic2
bicyclic3

ΔG
-628.9839413
-628.9806749
-628.9785503
-628.9606707
-628.9586983
-628.9551428
-628.9549317
-628.9518923
-628.9482096
-628.9447333
-628.9412895
-628.9349033
-628.9342257
-628.932969

ΔΔG
0.0
8.6
14.2
61.1
66.3
75.6
76.2
84.1
93.8
102.9
112.0
128.7
130.5
133.8

As predicted by the ornithine effect, the most stable isomer of AO+ is the lactam.
Both the lac5 and lac2 (8.6 kJ/mol) are computed to have a higher stability than the
diketopiperazine isomer. This stability change shows that the 6-membered lactam ring
creates a more stable structure than the potential hydrogen bonding motifs available to
the shorter O side chain. The optimized structures share hydrogen bonding schemes with
the AK+ structures of the same conformer type (See Figure 21). The AO+ conformer
search identified a new hydrogen bonding scheme not seen in the AK+ search. Like AK+,
the lowest energy diketopiperazine is a diket2 conformer protonated on the O side chain.
The diket2 structure has the same hydrogen bonding scheme as AK+. However, another
similar structure was located from the diket1 starting conformer. In this structure, the
amide proton adjacent to the O side chain shifted to the side chain amino group creating
a diket4 conformer type. This appears 4.2 kJ/mol lower in free energy the diket1 structure
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with the same hydrogen bonding scheme. Additional bicyclic structures were found in the
high energy range. These conformer types were not investigated further as they only
existed at sufficiently extended free energies.

Figure 21 B3LYP/6-31+G(d) optimized structures for the lowest energy conformer type of each
isomer of AO+.
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The spectra produced by these isomers yield more definitive results as compared
to the experimental spectrum (See Figure 22). The experimental spectrum suffers from a
similar broadening problem shown in the AK+ lactam spectrum. AO+ retained signal with
higher attenuation though, giving a sufficiently clear spectrum at 5 dB. Despite the
increased attenuation, the higher energy region remains relatively broad. Three peaks are
clearly discernable in the experimental spectrum, which are characterized by three intense
absorbing regions at 1670 cm-1, 1545 cm-1, and 1325 cm-1. The first peak, likely a carbonyl,
also shows a clear shoulder of medium intensity extending at 1715 cm-1. No signal is
detected above this shoulder.

Figure 22 A comparison of the experimental IRMPD spectrum (Black) and the theoretical spectra
for the lowest energy lactam (Green), diketopiperazine (Gold), and oxazolone (Red) forms of AK+.

The lack of a blue-shifted carbonyl immediately disqualifies the oxazolone as a
potential observed isomer. The diketopiperazine and lactam spectra contain many similar
features. They both show a strong amide stretch absorbance than aligns with the 1545
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cm-1 absorption in the experimental spectrum. Both also show a second amide absorption
near 1600 cm-1 nearby a more intense carbonyl absorption near 1640 cm-1. The lactam
predicts no other higher energy absorption while the diketopiperazine spectrum shows a
second strong carbonyl peak at 1720 cm-1. This peak could be the shoulder seen in the
experimental spectrum, though calculated spectra typically predict the carbonyl stretches
with accuracy and the shoulder appears at a significantly reduced intensity.
As both low energy spectra predict similar absorptions in line with the fragment
spectrum, an authentic AO+ lactam was synthesized for spectral comparison. The
authentic lactam spectrum was taken under the same laser calibration and attenuation
settings as the fragment spectrum. An overlay of the two spectra confirms the lactam
isomer is the sole AO+ structure formed during fragmentation (See Figure 23). The two
experimental spectra are nearly identical. There is some intensity discrepancy in the lower
energy region. FELs naturally produce more power at lower wavenumbers. As these
spectra were run sequentially, additional calibration was not taken between runs which
could account for the intensity differences.
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Figure 23 An overlay of spectra from the b2+ fragment at CLIO (Solid Black) and the novel lactam
synthesis at FELIX (Dashed Green) for AK+.

Diaminobutanoic Acid As noted in the computational comparison, the lowest energy
isomer of AB+ is a lactam. The diketopiperazine and oxazolone isomers are located 9.9
kJ/mol and 100.1 kJ/mol higher in free energy. Relative stabilities of the lowest energy
structures for each conformer type are tabulated here (See Table 4) and selected excerpts
from the full conformational search are available in the Appendix (See Table 18).
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Table 4 The lowest energy conformer of each isomer of AB+ is shown. ΔG values are reported in
Hartrees while ΔΔG values have been converted to kJ/mol.

Name
ab_lac1_001
ab_lac2_007
ab_diket3_009
ab_diket2_001
ab_diket1_071
ab_diket1_084
ab_lac3_007
ab_oxa1_004
ab_diket3_130
ab_oxa3_003
ab_oxa1_030
ab_oxa3_005

Conformer
lac4
lac2
diket2
diket2
diket4
diket1
lac3
lac1
diket3
oxa2
oxa1
oxa3

ΔG
-589.6818299
-589.679969
-589.6780628
-589.6780594
-589.65817
-589.6534834
-589.6495093
-589.6482797
-589.647566
-589.6437169
-589.6422297
-589.6311581

ΔΔG
0.0
4.9
9.9
9.9
62.1
74.4
84.9
88.1
90.0
100.1
104.0
133.0

Final structures of each low-lying conformer show the same hydrogen bonding
schemes discussed (See Figure 24). The calculated AB+ structures follow the same
conformer ordering as the AO+ isomers except in the oxazolone stability. The oxa2
conformer type is less stable (~10 kJ/mol) than its AO+ counterpart. This shift is likely due
to the decreased stability of the 5-membered hydrogen bonding scheme as compared to
the 6-membered scheme in AO+. This decrease in stability extends to the lactam
structures as well. The AB+ lac5 structure is ~5 kJ/mol less stable than the AO+ lac5.
Again, this change comes from the reduction in the lactam ring size due to the loss of a
methylene in the B side chain. The relative stability differences may be amplified by
increased stability of the diket2 conformer type. The AB+ diket2 adopts the same
hydrogen bonding scheme its longer homologs, but the B side chain forms a 6-membered
hydrogen bond as opposed to the 7- and 8-membered schemes preferred by O and K.
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Figure 24 B3LYP/6-31+G(d) optimized structures for the lowest energy conformer type of each
isomer of AB+.

As in the AK+ spectra, none of the low energy conformers replicate the absorption
bands detected in the AB+ spectrum (See Figure 25). The lactam isomer provides the
best coverage, showing intense absorption from the carbonyl at 1680 cm-1 with another
sharp, low intensity peak at 1595 cm-1. These predict the two higher energy absorptions
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seen in the AB+ spectrum. As with the other lac5 spectra, there is a sharp peak of medium
intensity from the alanine carbonyl stretch near 1520 cm-1 that is absent in the
experimental spectrum. The diketopiperazine does a poorer job predicting the
experimental data. The carbonyl stretches appear as a wide doublet at 1640 cm-1 and
1720 cm-1, predicting no absorption where the AB+ spectrum shows its highest intensity.

Figure 25 A comparison of the experimental IRMPD spectrum (Black) and the theoretical spectra
for the lowest energy lactam (Green), diketopiperazine (Gold), and oxazolone (Red) forms of AB+.

The AB+ experimental spectrum looks similar to that of AK+ (See Figure 26). The
broad distinct peak is blue-shifted by 50 cm-1 from the equivalent peak seen in the AK+
spectrum. The AB+ spectrum shows a low intensity but distinct peak near 1585 cm-1, blueshifted by ~10 cm-1 from the AK+ spectrum. AB+ shows the same loss of intensity near
1510 cm-1. The lower energy peaks show similar features, though there is some distinct
red shift in the AB+ spectrum. The similarities indicate that AK+ and AB+ likely consist of
the same isomer type or mixture of isomers.
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Figure 26 A spectral overlay of the experimental data captured at CLIO for both AB+ (Solid Black)
and AK+ (Dashed Green).

Diaminopropionoic Acid Computational results for AZ+ predict somewhat similar
stabilities to the other b2+ fragments. Like AK+, the lowest energy isomer was found to be
the diketopiperazine protonated at the Z side chain of the diket2 conformer type. The
lactam isomer appears 56.4 kJ/mol higher in free energy than the diketopiperazine while
the lowest lying oxazolone was calculated to be 65.2 kJ/mol higher in free energy. The
lowest energy structure of each conformer type is tabulated here (See Table 5) and full
computational results are reported in the Appendix (See Table 19).
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Table 5 The lowest energy conformer of each isomer of AZ+ is shown. ΔG values are reported in
Hartrees while ΔΔG values have been converted to kJ/mol.

Name
az_diket2_001
az_diket1_018
az_lac2_001
az_diket3_013
az_oxa1_017
az_lac3_001
az_oxa3_009
az_oxa2_007
az_lac1_001

Conformer
diket2
diket1
lac2
diket3
oxa1
lac2
oxa3
oxa2
lac1

ΔG298
-550.3670408
-550.3582133
-550.3455517
-550.3448976
-550.3422206
-550.3328058
-550.3322373
-550.3267376
-550.3248632

ΔΔG298
0.0
23.2
56.4
58.1
65.2
89.9
91.4
105.8
110.7

The predicted lactam-diketopiperazine stability gap is much larger than that of AK+
despite the similar isomer ordering. The sharp decrease in relative lactam stability as
compared to the other b2+ fragments highlights how sterically disfavored the 4-membered
lactam ring is. The relative increase in oxazolone stability (~15 kJ/mol) is likely due to the
reduction of stability of the other two isomers rather than an inherent increase in the
oxazolone stability. The shorter side chain length also reduces the available hydrogen
bonding sites available to AZ+. The two lowest diketopiperazine structures are of the
diket2 and diket1 conformer types, respectively, and both show hydrogen bonding
between the Z side chain and the Z carbonyl. Interestingly, when the proton shifts to the
Z carbonyl, a conformer was not identified that presented that same hydrogen bonding
scheme. Both lactam structures, understandably, present similar hydrogen bonding
schemes to those seen in the other b2+ fragments as those schemes are not side chain
length dependent. Hydrogen bonding schemes for other conformer types were maintained
from the longer side chains (See Figure 27).
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Figure 27 B3LYP/6-31+G(d) optimized structures for the lowest energy conformer type of each
isomer of AZ+.

AZ+ could not be isolated during the allotted laser time nor during subsequent
hydrogen-deuterium exchange studies. As such, we do not have an experimental
spectrum available for AZ+. It is unclear whether AZAA forms a b2+ fragment. In the
presence of lower energy fragmentation pathways, AZ+ may be drowned out in the high
intensity signal from other fragments or omitted entirely. While the existence of AAZ+
confirms that Z terminal residues can form b-ions, however relatively unfavorable they
may be, the presence of AZ+ has yet to be confirmed in any of our mass spectrometer
experiments.
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Conclusion and Future Works
Infrared spectra in the fingerprint regions of AK+, AO+, AB+, AK-lac+, and AO-lac+
were obtained using IRMPD action spectroscopy. The experimental spectra clearly
indicate the generated fragments are not oxazolone isomers. Comparison of the AK+ and
AO+ spectra to their novel lactam counterparts reveal differing results. The AK+ fragment
spectrum does not match the AK-lac+ spectrum but does indicate some presence through
mutually shared peaks. AO+ and AO-lac+ produced nearly identical spectra, confirming the
AO+ fragment is a lactam isomer. Comparison of the AB+ and AK+ spectra revealed similar
absorption bands between the two, likely indicting shared structural features. As AK+ is
confirmed not to be an oxazolone and is not primarily a lactam, AK+ is likely a mixture of
the diketopiperazine and lactam forms. With no evidence for the formation of an AZ+ b2+
fragment ion, future laser time should not be allotted to searching for a fragment that likely
does not form.
Computational energetics corroborate the suggested results. AK+ calculations
show preferred stability for the diketopiperazine isomer (3.8 kJ/mol) over the lactam
isomer. However, the relatively low stability gap indicates the two isomers could exist as
a mixture from fragmentation. Interestingly, the AB+ calculations show preferred stability
for the lactam isomer (9.9 kJ/mol) against the diketopiperazine isomer, reversing the
preference from AK+. The closeness of the AK+ and AB+ spectra despite this stability shift
suggests entropy might not be the driving factor in determining fragmentation pathway
preference.
AO+ clearly indicates that entropy does play a role in fragmentation pathway
selection. A 6-membered lactam ring is less entropically expensive than a 6-membered
diketopiperazine ring. This entropic cost reduction results in lactam isomers sufficiently
stable enough that the diketopiperazine isomer is not observed in the experimental
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spectrum. Likewise, a 5-membered lactam ring is more entropically favorable than the 6membered diketopiperazine ring, as confirmed by the calculated stabilities. Yet the AB+
experimental spectrum suggests some diketopiperazine population is present during
fragmentation, despite the calculated energies. This suggests some other barrier plays a
role in fragmentation pathway determination for the b2+ system.
Modelling of the fragmentation pathways is likely the immediate next step in
describing this system. Identification of barriers to formation for the three isomers will
better explain the observed fragment populations from the experimental spectrum. Barrier
identification will likely involve the modelling of the intact tetrapeptide system as opposed
to the products focused on in this study. A better understanding of the underlying principles
governing the peptide’s energetics will better instruct what product fragments are
available. Additionally, novel diketopiperazine structures for AK+ and AB+ will be
synthesized for their IRMPD action spectra. Neither AK+ nor AB+ predicted conclusive
theoretical spectra to match the experimental data, and the use of novel structures was
used with great success in identifying the structure of AO+.
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Chapter 5: b3+ Fragment Ions
Methods
Theoretical Procedures Calculations for the lactam, macrocycle, and oxazolone forms
of AAK+, AAO+, AAB+, and AAZ+ were computed using the Gaussian 09 suite. Conformer
sets were generated for several protonation sites (see Figure 28) using the GMMX
searching routine in PCModel 9 which varies bond lengths and angles, saving structures
with energies within 40 kJ/mol of the minimum energy structure. These conformer sets
were imported into Gaussian and used as starting structures for a series of molecular
orbital and density functional theory calculations. Final geometries, zero-point energies,
and thermal corrections to enthalpy and free energies were computed and reported using
the same procedure used for the b2+ fragment ions.

Figure 28 The b3+ fragment ions with ornithine in the terminal position are shown. A shows the
oxazolone form, B shows the macrocyle form, and C shows the lactam form. The protonation sites’
numbering does not imply an order of significance, rather just a naming scheme developed to
differentiate conformers of the same isomer.

Naming of the b3+ fragment conformer types follows the convention set forth for the
b2+ fragments (e.g. lac4). b3+ ions cannot form a diketopiperazine structure. They instead
form a macrocycle structure, which will be shortened to macro in this text. The full word
will be used when referring the isomer type while the shorthand will be used while
discussing a specific conformer. The protonation site will use the naming scheme
corresponding to the fragment type and might differ from the same number protonation
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site for the other fragment. For example, a b2+ lac3 refers to a lactam protonated at the
amide nitrogen while the same b3+ conformer refers to a lactam protonated at the first
alanine carbonyl.
Experimental Procedures IRMPD spectra for the b3+ fragment ion species were obtained
at using the FEL facility, CLIO, in Orsay, France and the FELIX facility in Nijmegen, the
Netherlands. Infrared spectra for AAK+, AOA+, AAO+, and AAB+ were obtained in the
fingerprint region using the CLIO FEL in a modified Bruker Esquire quadrupole ion trap
mass spectrometer using the same conditions as described earlier. The AAZ+ spectrum
was obtained using the FELIX FEL in a modified Bruker AmaZon quadrupole ion trap mass
spectrometer using the same conditions described earlier.
AAK+ (m/z = 271 amu) fragments to yield peaks at m/z = 253 amu (loss of H2O)
and 128 which is likely the protonated remnant of the lysine residue (loss of
NH3CHCH3CONHCHCH3CO). AOA+ (m/z = 257 amu) fragments to show peaks at m/z =
239 (loss of H2O), 186 (loss of the terminal alanine residue), and 114 (loss of 143 amu
shown from AAK+). AAO+ (m/z = 257 amu) observes the same fragment losses as AAK+
(loss of 18 and 143 amu). AAB+ (m/z = 243 amu) fragments to peaks at m/z 225 amu (loss
of

H2O),

142

(loss

of

NH3CHCH3CONHCH),

and

100

(loss

of

NH3CHCH3CONHCHCH3CO). AAZ+ (m/z = 229 amu) shows fragment peaks at m/z = 212
amu (loss of NH3), 201 (loss of CO), 186 (loss of cyclic CH2CH2NH), and 158 (loss of
NH2CHCH3C=O).
Materials Alanine Wang resin was purchased from ChemPep Inc (Wellington, FL).
FMOC-Alanine-OH,

FMOC-Lysine(BOC)-OH,

FMOC-Ornithine(BOC)-OH,

FMOC-

diaminobutanoic acid(BOC)-OH, and FMOC-diaminopropionoic acid(BOC)-OH were
purchased from MilliporeSigma (Burlington, MA). All materials were used without
purification. Tetrapeptides were synthesized with lysine homologs in the third position
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through the same solid-state synthesis procedure used in preparation of the b2+
tetrapeptides.

Results and Discussion
Comparison of the experimental spectra collected at CLIO and FELIX reveal
general trends present among the amino side chains studied (See Figure 29). The AAK+
and AAO+ spectra follow very similar traces. They both present relatively sharp peaks of
medium-low intensity around 1700 cm-1, broad intense peaks near 1625 cm-1 with low
energy shoulders, and then another discernable, broad absorption near 1440 cm-1. In
general terms, these spectra resemble that seen in the AK+ experimental spectrum with
the addition of the 1700 cm-1 peak, likely attributed to the additional carbonyl present in
the third residue. The AAB+ spectrum is defined by a single broad, high intensity
absorption centered at 1680 cm-1. A low intensity peak is shown near 1450 cm-1 and
another of medium intensity near 1285 cm-1. The AAZ+ spectrum shows two peaks, one
high intensity absorption at 1765 cm-1 with a high energy shoulder and another at 1680
cm-1.
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Figure 29 A comparison of the b3+ fragment IRMPD spectra collected at CLIO and FELIX shows
AAK+ (Black), AAO+ (Green), AAB+ (Gold), and AAZ+ (Red).

This spectral analysis indicates AAK+ and AAO+ will have the same isomer type
or a similar mixture of isomers. The change in spectral trace indicates AAB+ consists of a
different conformer type or isomer altogether. The AAZ+ spectrum indicates a new
conformer type as well. However, the peak at 1680 cm-1 suggests some of the
AAB+ conformer type may be present in the AAZ+ spectrum as a mixture. Further analysis
requires comparison with the computational results.

Lysine The lowest energy AAK+ structure is a lactam isomer. The oxazolone and
macrocycle are located 67.8 and 74.5 kJ/mol higher in free energy than the lactam global
minimum. The relative stabilities of low lying conformers are tabulated here (See Table 6)
and tabulated energy excerpts from the full computational search are available in the
Appendix (See Table 20).
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Table 6 The lowest energy conformer of each isomer of AAK+ is shown. ΔG values are reported in
Hartrees while ΔΔG values have been converted to kJ/mol.

Name
aak_lac3_123
aak_lac5_154
aak_lac5_202
aak_lac5_113
aak_lac3_211
aak_lac4_034
aak_oxa1_047
aak_macro2_105
aak_lac1_029
aak_oxa5_060
aak_oxa4_024
aak_macro3_125
aak_macro4_981

Structure
lac2
lac3
lac5
lac4
lac6
lac7
oxa1
macro1
lac1
oxa5
oxa4
macro3
macro4

ΔG298
-915.6127729
-915.6123243
-915.6068542
-915.6009066
-915.5912474
-915.5869666
-915.58694
-915.5843853
-915.5841357
-915.5774322
-915.5765556
-915.5468572
-915.5407005

ΔΔG298
0.0
1.2
15.5
31.2
56.5
67.8
67.8
74.5
75.2
92.8
95.1
173.1
189.2

The lowest energy AAK+ lactam isomer is a lac2. The lac2 conformer has a
hydrogen bond between the protonated N-terminus and the ring carbonyl. This conformer
type and hydrogen bonding scheme is maintained as the global minimum for each studied
side chain, and therefore provides an excellent test of ring size on lactam stability. The
move from b2+ to b3+ ions increased the 6-membered diketopiperazine structure to a 9membered macrocyclic structure. The relative stability of this isomer type compared to the
lactam dropped substantially due to the increased entropy cost of making a 9-membered
ring.
Each of the conformer types for AAK+ b3+ show unique hydrogen bonding schemes
in their lowest energy geometries (See Figure 30). The lowest energy oxazolone, oxa1,
developed a hydrogen bonding scheme where the protonated K side chain acts as a donor
to both the ring nitrogen and the alanine carbonyl. The macro1 conformer type adopted a
hydrogen bonding scheme reminiscent of the diket2 scheme—the protonated K side
chain wraps back around to hydrogen bond with its nearest carbonyl.
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Figure 30 B3LYP/6-31+G(d) optimized structures for the lowest energy conformer type of each
isomer of AAK+.
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The spectra provided by these low energy conformers are compared to the
experimental AAK+ spectrum taken at CLIO (See Figure 31). The experimental spectrum
matches well with the computed lactam spectrum. The most intense lactam peak,
corresponding to the ring lactam, appears at 1625 cm-1 and matches the most intense
band in the broad AAK+ 1620 cm-1 absorption. The higher energy carbonyl peak also
provides reasonable overlap with the lower intensity absorption in the experimental
spectrum.

Figure 31 A comparison of the experimental IRMPD spectrum (Black) and the theoretical spectra
for the lowest energy lactam (Green), diketopiperazine (Gold), and oxazolone (Red) forms of AAK+.

The broadening observed in the experimental spectrum may indicate some
macrocycle presence. The low energy shoulder of the 1620 cm-1 experimental peak
matches well with the intense macrocycle carbonyl stretch absorption at 1580 cm-1. The
macrocycle spectrum shares a broad peak with the lactam spectrum near 1680 cm-1. This
may account for the broadening seen in the experimental spectrum at that wavenumber.
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As the AAK+ and AAO+ spectra share similar features, further insight will be drawn from
the AAO+ data.

Ornithine As shown in the b2+ computational search and IRMPD data, a 6-membered ring
is the ideal size for the most stable lactam structure. As such, the lowest lying AAO+
structure is a lactam. Like the other residues, the structure is the lac2 conformer type. The
oxazolone and macrocycle appear 73.6 and 86.5 kJ/mol higher in free energy. The relative
stabilities of the various conformer types are tabulated here (See Table 7) and selections
from the full computational search are available in the Appendix (See Table 21).
Table 7 The lowest energy conformer of each isomer of AAO+ is shown. ΔG values are reported in
Hartrees while ΔΔG values have been converted to kJ/mol.

Name
aao_lac2_001
aao_lac5_027
aao_lac3_084
aao_lac5_012
aao_oxa3_628
aao_lac1_001
aao_macro4_001
aao_oxa5_074
aao_oxa4_078
aao_macro3_264
aao_macro4_876

Structure
lac2
lac4
lac3
lac5
oxa1
lac1
macro1
oxa5
oxa4
macro3
macro4

ΔG298
-876.3186973
-876.3175436
-876.3145976
-876.312686
-876.2906606
-876.2869252
-876.2857432
-876.2771303
-876.2753332
-876.2545174
-876.2373395

ΔΔG298
0.0
3.0
10.8
15.8
73.6
83.4
86.5
109.1
113.9
168.5
213.6

As expected, the lac2 conformer has increased relative stability compared to the
similar AAK+ structure provided by the smaller ring size. The oxa1 conformer maintains
the same hydrogen bonding scheme present in the AAK+ oxa1 and similar hydrogen
bonding distances (ΔÅ < 0.02). Therefore, the decrease in the relative oxa1 stability is due
to the decrease in the lactam energy as opposed to a change in the oxazolone structure.
The same does not hold true for the macrocyclic structures. The lowest energy conformer
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is a macro1 structure that shows a different hydrogen bonding scheme than the AAK+
macrocycle structure. The AAO+ macro1 structure shows hydrogen bonding character
between the protonated O side chain and the two nearest carbonyls. The
AAK+ macrocycle appeared 6.7 kJ/mol higher in free energy than the oxa1 structure while
the same gap for AAO+ has increased to 12.9 kJ/mol. Despite the increased stability of an
additional non-covalent interaction, the ring carbonyls have to orient themselves in a
sterically unfavorable manner to produce these interactions. The result is a net stability
decrease. The other conformers’ hydrogen bonding schemes have been maintained from
the AAK+ structures (See Figure 32).
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Figure 32 B3LYP/6-31+G(d) optimized structures for the lowest energy conformer type of each
isomer of AAO+.

As indicated by the similarity of the AAK+ and AAO+ experimental spectra, the
computed structures also produce similar predicted spectra (See Figure 33). The lactam
isomer provides the best trace for the experimental spectrum as with AAK+. The highest
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intensity peaks of both spectra provide near perfect overlap cresting at 1627 cm-1 and
1630 cm-1 for the theoretical and experimental spectra, respectively. Additionally, the
higher energy carbonyl stretch provides a match for the medium intensity absorbance at
1690 cm-1 in the experimental spectrum. The other pronounced peak 1482 cm-1 provides
good overlap with the broad peak at 1480 cm-1 in the experimental spectrum.

Figure 33 A comparison of the experimental IRMPD spectrum (Black) and the theoretical spectra
for the lowest energy lactam (Green), diketopiperazine (Gold), and oxazolone (Red) forms of AAO+.

Unlike

the

AAK+ spectrum,

the

theoretical

macrocycle

spectrum

for

AAO+ differentiates itself from the experimental spectrum. A sharp, high intensity amide
absorption at 1512 cm-1 in the theoretical spectrum falls into the region of the experimental
spectrum lacking fragmentation. Further, the high intensity carbonyl stretch at 1595 cm-1
overlays an area of the spectrum with lower fragmentation than its surrounding signal,
indicating no absorption save for the broadening effects.
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An additional spectrum was taken of the AOA+ fragment for comparison with the
captured AAO+ spectrum (See Figure 34). Because O is not the terminal residue for this
fragment, the lactam channel is unavailable during fragmentation. Instead, the AOA+
fragment can proceed through either the oxazolone or macrocycle pathways. Immediately
noticeable is the lack of a strong oxazolone absorption in the AOA+ spectrum. This
fragment does not produce any distinguishable signal past 1750 cm-1. This fragment must,
therefore, be a macrocyclic compound. As the macrocycle is simply the cyclization of the
N-terminus and the terminal residue’s carbonyl carbon, the macrocycle for AAO+ and
AOA+ should be identical—a 9-membered ring consisting of 3 carbonyls, 2 amide N-Hs, 2
alanine side chains, and 1 O side chain.

Figure 34 A spectral overlay of experimental data from AAO+ (Solid Black) and AOA+ (Dashed
Green).

The overlay shows the similarities expected from an overlapping lactam and
macrocycle spectrum. While the carbonyl stretches and NH3 scissoring overlap well, two
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higher energy peaks 1716 cm-1 and 1755 cm-1 as well as a low energy, high intensity 1143
cm-1 are completely absent in the AAO+ spectrum. The clear differences confirm that
AAO+, and therefore AAK+, is a lactam.

Diaminobutanoic Acid The lowest energy isomer of AAB+ is a lactam of the lac2
conformer type. The oxazolone and macrocycle isomers appear similarly high in free
energy, at 85.4 and 86.2 kJ/mol, respectively. As shown in the other residues studied, the
lowest lying conformer types are the oxa1 and macro1. The relative stabilities of the
lowest lying structure of each conformer type optimized is tabulated here (See Table 8)
and selections from the full computational search are available in the Appendix (See Table
22).
Table 8 The lowest energy conformer of each isomer of AAB+ is shown. ΔG values are reported in
Hartrees while ΔΔG values have been converted to kJ/mol.

Name
aab_lac1_0050
aab_lac4_0101
aab_lac3_0099
aab_lac3_0039
aab_oxa3_091
aab_macro2_249
aab_lac1_0003
aab_oxa5_006
aab_oxa2_025
aab_macro3_123
aab_macro4_476

Structure
lac2
lac4
lac3
lac5
oxa1
macro1
lac1
oxa5
oxa4
macro3
macro4

ΔG
-837.0185456
-837.0140711
-837.0132205
-837.0113794
-836.9860273
-836.9857264
-836.9814889
-836.9780881
-836.9759523
-836.9551557
-836.9518235

ΔΔG
0.0
11.7
14.0
18.8
85.4
86.2
97.3
106.2
111.8
166.4
175.2

The predicted AB+ lactam isomer shows a similar hydrogen bonding scheme to
those seen in the AO+ and AK+ lactam structures (See Figure 35). The oxa1 conformer
computed has a different hydrogen bonding scheme than previous oxa1 structures. The
AAB+ conformer is not able to form a hydrogen bond with both the ring nitrogen and the
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N-terminus, likely due to the reduced side chain length. Instead the B side chain shifts
away from the ring nitrogen and shares the protonated amino group with the N-terminus.
The loss of a hydrogen bond reduces the relative stability of the oxa1 conformer quite
dramatically (~11 kJ/mol). The reduction in stability places the oxa1 conformer nearly isoenergetic with the macro1 conformer. The macro1 conformer adopts the hydrogen
bonding scheme from AAK+, but results in a similar relative stability to the AAO+ scheme.
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Figure 35 B3LYP/6-31+G(d) optimized structures for the lowest energy conformer type of each
isomer of AAB+.

The theoretical spectra present different absorptions than those seen from the
larger b3+ fragments (See Figure 36). Despite the similar hydrogen bonding scheme
present in the lac2 structure, the spectrum varies from that seen in the two larger isomers.
There is near complete overlap of the three carbonyl stretching modes in a relatively
broad, intense band near 1680 cm-1. Similarly, there is significant overlap of the amide
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stretching modes and NH3 rocking mode that combine at a single relatively sharp, medium
intensity band at 1480 cm-1. A series of low intensity absorptions litter the low energy
portion of the spectrum, the most notable of which is a set of overlapping, low intensity
CH2 wagging and twisting modes near 1270 cm-1.

Figure 36 A comparison of the experimental IRMPD spectrum (Black) and the theoretical spectra
for the lowest energy lactam (Green), diketopiperazine (Gold), and oxazolone (Red) forms of AAB+.

As noted in the experimental spectra comparison, the AAB+ fragment spectrum
differed from that of AAK+ and AAO+. However, the lactam spectrum clearly provides the
best trace for the experimental data observed. The large, broad absorption at 1680 cm-1
matches the overlapping carbonyl stretches from the lac2 spectrum. The experimental
spectrum predicts a very low absorption near 1595 cm-1 that is faintly visible in the lac2
spectrum, corresponding to the N-terminus bending mode. The 1480 cm-1 absorption in
the lac2 spectrum appears red-shifted by ~20 cm-1 in the experimental spectrum.
However, there are discernable peaks at the corresponding wavenumber in either
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spectrum, potentially indicating that the lower absorbing CH2 bending modes from the lac2
spectrum provided better infrared absorbance and fragmentation in the experimental
spectrum.
In addition to the similarities shown between the lac2 and experimental spectra,
the macrocycle and oxazolone spectra both show distinct differences that support a single
isomer fragment theory. The oxazolone, as shown in each other spectrum, predicts a
sharp, high energy absorption 1826 cm-1 corresponding to the ring carbonyl. This peak is
clearly not present in the experimental spectrum. The macrocycle shows spectral features
more generally agreeable with the experimental spectrum than the oxazolone spectrum
did. However, the sharp, high intensity carbonyl absorption at 1688 cm-1 appears slightly
red shifted than the broad absorption in the experimental spectrum, and, more importantly,
lacks an absorption immediately lower in energy that might imply the broadening seen in
the experimental spectrum. Further, while the macrocycle spectrum predicts two
absorptions (1619 cm-1 and 1581 cm-1) near the experimental peak at 1596 cm-1, it again
lacks any signal between those peaks to suggest the absorption seen in the experimental
spectrum.

Diaminopropionoic Acid Like the other b3+ fragments studied, the lowest energy AAZ+
isomer was computed to be a lactam protonated at the N-terminus. As shown in the AZ+
calculated structures, the 4-member lactam ring is not as energetically favorable as its
higher order counterparts. As such, AAZ+ displays condensed stability gaps as compared
to the other b3+ fragments. The macrocycle appears 15.4 kJ/mol higher while the
oxazolone has a ΔΔG of 19.2 kJ/mol. The lowest energy structure of each conformer type
from the computational search are reported below (See Table 9). Excerpts from the full
computational results are available in the Appendix (See Table 23).
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Table 9 The lowest energy conformer of each isomer of AAZ+ is shown. ΔG values are reported in
Hartrees while ΔΔG values have been converted to kJ/mol.

Name
aaz_lac2_0002
aaz_macro4_0305
aaz_lac3_0040
aaz_oxa1_0021
aaz_lac5_0010
aaz_oxa5_0004
aaz_lac3_0116
aaz_oxa1_0015
aaz_macro3_0075
aaz_macro3_0089
aaz_macro3_0021

Structure
lac2
macro1
lac3
oxa1
lac4
oxa5
lac5
oxa4
macro3
macro4
macro2

ΔG
-797.6865439
-797.6806928
-797.6803864
-797.6792261
-797.6767867
-797.6759512
-797.6725442
-797.671787
-797.654594
-797.6406571
-797.6367833

ΔΔG
0.0
15.4
16.2
19.2
25.6
27.8
36.8
38.7
83.9
120.5
130.6

As shown in the other b3+ structures, the lowest energy structure is of the lac2
conformer type. This structure shares the same hydrogen bonding scheme expected from
a lac2 conformer. The macrocyclic structure is of the macro1 conformer type.
Interestingly, this macro1 adopts the hydrogen bonding scheme shown in the AAO+
structure as opposed those seen in AAK+ and AAB+. The steric hindrance of the lactam
structure increases the stability of the macrocycle structure by ~60 kJ/mol relative to the
AAO+ stabilities. Unique to the AAZ+, the macrocycle appears more stable than the
oxazolone. This change is likely due to the shortened Z side chain increasing the hydrogen
bonding distance in the oxa1 conformer. The increase in hydrogen bonding length
reduces the stabilizing effect of that non-covalent interaction. Further, the AAZ+ macro1
has additional hydrogen bonding character not present in the AAB+ macro1 which already
had a similar stability to the oxa1 conformer (+0.8 kJ/mol). The removal of a methylene
from the amino side chain was enough to flip the stabilities of those two isomers.
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Figure 37 B3LYP/6-31+G(d) optimized structures for the lowest energy conformer type of each
isomer of AAZ+.

AAZ+ was the only studied residue to optimize a macro2 conformer (See Figure
37). Though it appears significantly higher in energy (130.6 kJ/mol), this structure presents
a new hydrogen bonding scheme characterized by a 5-membered hydrogen bonding ring
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between the Z side chain and the amide hydrogen as well as the protonated carbonyl
sharing its proton with the adjacent carbonyl. For further determination of stability
dependent geometries, we turn to the spectra.
The experimental spectrum appears wholly distinct from the predicted theoretical
spectra (See Figure 38). There were two problems in acquiring data that likely resulted in
a poor experimental spectrum. First, the b3+ fragment from AAZA was not the preferred
pathway. CID activation showed the most intense peaks at m/z = 300 and 176,
corresponding to the loss of water and the y2+ fragment. The b3+ was isolated, but two
orders of magnitude of signal were lost during fragmentation. A reduced population will
give less accurate results, and the sharp drop between MS/MS and MS3 results in the trap
trying to compensate for the lack of ions.

Figure 38 A comparison of the experimental IRMPD spectrum (Black) and the theoretical spectra
for the lowest energy lactam (Green), diketopiperazine (Gold), and oxazolone (Red) forms of AAB+.
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Further, the laser was operating on significantly less power during this time. The
power in the higher energy region of the spectrum was reduced to a sixth of the normal
output, though slight increases were gained as the wavelength increased. Reduced power
results in fewer total photons entering the trap, and, as the IRMPD pathway relies on the
absorption of multiple photons, less fragmentation. Coupled with the reduced signal, this
AAZ+ is likely only accurate as a measure of the most intense absorbers. We attempted
to mitigate the reduction in power by increasing the number of micropulses and averages
but did not see a discernable increase in fragmentation efficiency. The reported spectrum
is the result of 4 micropulses and 6 averages. The resulting flat spectrum likely has much
more detail available to a more powerful laser but was washed out by the lack of
fragmentation.
Comparison to this spectrum will not be accurate per se, though the two peaks
observed in the experimental spectrum are certainly there. The theoretical lactam
spectrum shows a similarly barren absorption range. The broad triplet-like peak centered
around 1680 cm-1 provides good overlap with the same trace seen in the experimental
spectrum. The lactam carbonyl stretch at 1710 cm-1 shows the same shape and intensity
as the AAZ+ carbonyl, but appears 50 cm-1 too low in energy. The amide stretch near 1500
cm-1 is not shown in the experimental spectrum whatsoever. The diketopiperazine and
oxazolone both predict similar carbonyl traces near 1700 cm-1 and 1685 cm-1, however,
these both appear significantly red-shifted as compared to the experimental spectrum.
The AAZ+ carbonyl stretch is not quite blue-shifted enough to look like the oxazolone
structure. If a lower intensity oxazolone carbonyl or amide stretch were present in the AAZ+
spectrum, it was likely entirely washed out. As it stands none of the theoretical spectra
match that of the experimental. However, another scan with increased laser power might
coax out more detail.
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Conclusion and Future Work
Infrared spectra in the fingerprint region of b3+ fragment ions with K, O, B, and Z
in the terminal position were obtained using IRMPD action spectroscopy. In contrast to the
b2+ ions, which showed inconclusive structural determination, we present clear
spectroscopic evidence that AAK+, AAO+, and AAB+ form a lactam b3+ fragment. These
experimental spectra are supported by robust computational methods that also predict the
AAZ+ fragment will form a lactam b3+, though experimental data gathered for this species
remains inconclusive.
The shift in favor of lactam stability as compared to the b2+ system is likely a result
of the increased ring size of the diketopiperazine corollary—the 9-membered macrocycle
ring. While the b2+ system estimated the isomeric stability of the lactam as compared to
the diketopiperazine to be < ~15 kJ/mol for all species while the shift to a macrocycle
increased that stability to > 70 kJ/mol in the b3+ system. The exceptions for both systems
are of course the Z containing fragments. The entropic cost of creating the 4-membered
lactam ring significantly reduces the stability of that isomer, though it is still favored (15.4
kJ/mol) in the b3+ system.
Therefore, entropy does seem to play a significant role in the fragmentation
pathway for the b3+ ions. The entropic cost of organizing a ring of n atoms will decrease
with n (until n = 4). In addition to its large size (n = 9), the macrocycle is also fighting
against partial double bond character in the amide bonds in fragment formation, further
reducing its stability. This results in a fragment overwhelmingly favoring the lactam
pathway during its cleavage.
The AAZ+ spectrum will need to be retaken at a time when the FEL is operating at
full power output. The gathered spectrum appeared suppressed, and further detail will
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likely be revealed if additional fragment intensity is observed. Short of increased power,
perhaps longer periods of signal averaging would also help. Allotted laser time will always
be an issue in allocating infrared resources, but the captured spectrum provides evidence
that the fragment is formed and will require more work for a full picture.
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Appendix
Tables
Table 10 Full computational results for the M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) computational search of AK+.
ΔG energies are given in Hartrees while ΔΔG is reported in kJ/mol. All energies are reported at
298K.

Name
ak_diket1_077_m06
ak_lac4_024_trans_m06
ak_lac2_003_m06
ak_lac4_024_m06
ak_lac3_002_m06
ak_lac1_001_m06
ak_lac3_122_m06
ak_oxa3_017_oxa2_m06
ak_oxa3_017_m06
ak_diket2_107_m06
ak_oxa3_069_m06
ak_ox_m06_056_m06
ak_diket3_021_m06

Conformer
diket2
lac5
lac2
lac5
lac3
lac1
lac4
oxa2
oxa2
diket3
oxa3
oxa1
diket1

ΔG
-667.988109
-667.986487
-667.981917
-667.973158
-667.962743
-667.961765
-667.96121
-667.959219
-667.956155
-667.954125
-667.954019
-667.944818
-667.938971

ΔΔG
0.0
4.3
16.3
39.3
66.6
69.2
70.6
75.8
83.9
89.2
89.5
113.7
129.0

Table 11 Full computational results for the ωB97-XD/6-311++G(d,p) computational search of AK+.
ΔG energies are given in Hartrees while ΔΔG is reported in kJ/mol. All energies are reported at
298K.

Name
ak_diket1_077_wb
ak_lac4_024_trans_wb
ak_lac2_003_wb
ak_lac4_024_wb
ak_lac3_002_wb
ak_lac1_001_wb
ak_oxa3_017_oxa2_wb
ak_diket2_107_wb
ak_oxa3_069_wb
ak_ox_wb_056_wb
ak_oxa3_017_wb
ak_lac3_122_wb
ak_diket3_021_wb

Conformer
diket2
lac5
lac2
lac5
lac3
lac1
oxa2
diket3
oxa3
oxa1
oxa3
lac3
diket1
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ΔG
-668.074917
-668.071363
-668.070096
-668.058173
-668.049096
-668.047656
-668.044754
-668.041213
-668.039445
-668.032423
-668.031416
-668.027122
-668.025465

ΔΔG
0.0
9.3
12.7
44.0
67.8
71.6
79.2
88.5
93.1
111.6
114.2
125.5
129.8

Table 12 Full computational results for the M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) computational search of AO+.
ΔG energies are given in Hartrees while ΔΔG is reported in kJ/mol. All energies are reported at
298K.

Name
ao_lac4_012_trans_m06
ao_lac2_001_m06
ao_diket2_010_m06
ao_lac4_012_m06
ao_diket1_305_m06
ao_diket1_305_diket4_m06
ao_lac1_005_m06
ao_lac3_002_m06
ao_oxa2_001_m06
ao_diket3_360_m06
ao_oxa3_069_m06
ao_oxa1_052_m06
ao_diket1_286_m06
ao_oxa1_165_m06
ao_diket1_139_m06
ao_diket3_339_m06

Conformer
lac5
lac2
diket2
lac5
diket2
diket4
lac5
lac3
oxa2
diket3
oxa3
oxa2
diket1
oxa1
diket1
diket3

ΔG
-628.712973
-628.710607
-628.705952
-628.701985
-628.690684
-628.690684
-628.690171
-628.682511
-628.68134
-628.676807
-628.670195
-628.669708
-628.669216
-628.667453
-628.658861
-628.657511

ΔΔG
0.0
6.2
18.4
28.8
58.5
58.5
59.9
80.0
83.1
95.0
112.3
113.6
114.9
119.5
142.1
145.6

Table 13 Full computational results for the ωB97-XD/6-311++G(d,p) computational search of AO+.
ΔG energies are given in Hartrees while ΔΔG is reported in kJ/mol. All energies are reported at
298K.

Name
ao_lac4_012_trans_wb
ao_lac2_001_wb
ao_diket2_010_wb
ao_lac4_012_wb
ao_diket1_305_diket4_wb
ao_diket1_305_wb
ao_lac1_005_wb
ao_lac3_002_wb
ao_oxa2_001_wb
ao_diket3_360_wb
ao_ox_wb_052_wb
ao_diket1_286_wb
ao_oxa3_069_wb
ao_ox_wb_165_wb
ao_diket3_339_wb
ao_diket1_139_wb

Conformer
lac5
lac2
diket2
lac5
diket4
diket1
lac1
lac3
oxa2
diket3
oxa1
diket1
oxa3
oxa1
diket3
diket1

87

ΔG
-628.789271
-628.787951
-628.783476
-628.775473
-628.766822
-628.765725
-628.762422
-628.760475
-628.757373
-628.75256
-628.74566
-628.745208
-628.744528
-628.74148
-628.737223
-628.735621

ΔΔG
0.0
3.5
15.2
36.2
58.9
61.8
70.5
75.6
83.7
96.4
114.5
115.7
117.5
125.5
136.6
140.9

Table 14 Full computational results for the M06-2X/6-311++G(d,p) computational search of AB+.
ΔG energies are given in Hartrees while ΔΔG is reported in kJ/mol. All energies are reported at
298K.

Name
ab_lac1_001_lac5_m06
ab_diket2_001_m06
ab_diket3_009_diket2_m06
ab_lac2_007_m06
ab_diket1_071_diket4_m06
ab_diket1_071_m06
ab_diket3_130_m06
ab_lac1_001_m06
ab_lac3_007_m06
ab_oxa1_004_m06
ab_diket3_009_m06
ab_oxa3_003_oxa2_m06
ab_diket1_084_m06
ab_oxa1_030_m06
ab_oxa3_003_m06
ab_oxa3_005_m06

Conformer
lac5
diket2
diket2
lac2
diket4
diket1
diket3
lac1
lac3
oxa1
diket3
oxa2
diket1
oxa1
oxa3
oxa3

ΔG
-589.429753
-589.425691
-589.425678
-589.417118
-589.408195
-589.405722
-589.401617
-589.3986
-589.396173
-589.393537
-589.393448
-589.393206
-589.387775
-589.384185
-589.382669
-589.377487

ΔΔG
0.0
10.7
10.7
33.2
56.6
63.1
73.9
81.8
88.2
95.1
95.3
96.0
110.2
119.6
123.6
137.2

Table 15 Full computational results for the ωB97-XD/6-311++G(d,p) computational search of AB+.
ΔG energies are given in Hartrees while ΔΔG is reported in kJ/mol. All energies are reported at
298K.

Name
ab_lac2_007_wb
ab_lac1_001_lac5_wb
ab_diket3_009_wb
ab_diket2_001_wb
ab_diket1_071_diket4_m06
ab_diket1_071_wb
ab_lac1_001_wb
ab_diket3_130_wb
ab_lac3_007_wb
ab_oxa3_003_oxa2_wb
ab_oxa1_004_wb
ab_oxa1_004_oxa1_wb
ab_oxa1_030_wb
ab_diket1_084_wb
ab_oxa3_003_wb
ab_oxa3_005_wb

Conformer
lac2
lac5
diket2
diket2
diket4
diket1
lac1
diket3
lac3
oxa2
oxa1
oxa1
oxa1
diket1
oxa3
oxa3

88

ΔG
-589.498242
-589.497448
-589.495394
-589.495392
-589.474564
-589.47327
-589.46675
-589.466393
-589.464935
-589.4594
-589.459327
-589.45932
-589.456657
-589.454799
-589.449262
-589.443311

ΔΔG
0.0
2.1
7.5
7.5
62.2
65.6
82.7
83.6
87.4
102.0
102.2
102.2
109.2
114.1
128.6
144.2

Table 16 The 60 lowest energy AK+ conformers out of 440 conformers optimized. ΔG energies are
given in Hartrees while ΔΔG is reported in kJ/mol. All energies are reported at 298K.

Name
ak_diket_077
ak_diket_006
ak_diket_083
ak_diket_071
ak_lac4_024
ak_diket_040
ak_diket_009
ak_diket_018
ak_diket_038
ak_lac4_043
ak_lac2_003
ak_diket_043
ak_diket_003
ak_diket_027
ak_lac4_013
ak_lac4_041
ak_lac2_001
ak_lac4_019
ak_lac4_044
ak_lac4_018
ak_lac2_002
ak_lac4_008
ak_lac4_022
ak_lac4_034
ak_lac2_012
ak_lac4_051
ak_lac2_010
ak_lac_018
ak_lac3_153
ak_lac2_017
ak_lac2_009
ak_lac2_007
ak_lac4_029
ak_lac2_013
ak_lac4_025
ak_lac2_004
ak_lac4_001
ak_lac4_048

Conformer
diket2
diket2
diket2
diket2
lac4
diket2
diket2
diket2
diket2
lac2
lac2
diket2
diket2
diket2
lac4
lac4
lac2
lac4
lac4
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac4
lac2
lac2
lac4
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac4
lac2
89

ΔG
-668.2778117
-668.277371
-668.2771276
-668.276552
-668.2763483
-668.275494
-668.2754593
-668.275033
-668.2743763
-668.274315
-668.2743106
-668.2739255
-668.2728426
-668.2727679
-668.2718071
-668.2712263
-668.2708848
-668.270254
-668.2700113
-668.2698789
-668.2698129
-668.2698116
-668.2693358
-668.2689874
-668.2689791
-668.2677185
-668.2670405
-668.2659708
-668.2659671
-668.2656688
-668.2647465
-668.2646149
-668.2644424
-668.2644356
-668.2641369
-668.2641274
-668.2638848
-668.2605465

ΔΔG
0.0
1.2
1.8
3.3
3.8
6.1
6.2
7.3
9.0
9.2
9.2
10.2
13.0
13.2
15.8
17.3
18.2
19.8
20.5
20.8
21.0
21.0
22.3
23.2
23.2
26.5
28.3
31.1
31.1
31.9
34.3
34.6
35.1
35.1
35.9
35.9
36.6
45.3

ak_lac4_047
ak_lac4_010
ak_lac4_009
ak_diket_032
ak_lac2_014
ak_lac4_027
ak_lac4_007
ak_lac4_014
ak_diket_060
ak_lac2_016
ak_diket_089
ak_diket_094
ak_diket_081
ak_lac3_132
ak_lac4_023
ak_diket_041
ak_diket_014
ak_lac3_002
ak_diket3_021
ak_diket_055
ak_diket_097
ak_diket_087

lac4
lac5
lac5
diket2
lac2
lac2
lac5
lac5
diket2
lac2
diket2
diket2
diket2
lac2
lac5
diket2
diket2
lac3
diket1
diket2
diket2
diket2

-668.2596693
-668.2590484
-668.2589714
-668.2582444
-668.2579588
-668.2579086
-668.2578933
-668.2575599
-668.2575137
-668.2568135
-668.2565103
-668.256413
-668.25632
-668.2560378
-668.2559199
-668.2552196
-668.2546777
-668.2536419
-668.2533345
-668.2528341
-668.2523014
-668.2515845

47.6
49.3
49.5
51.4
52.1
52.3
52.3
53.2
53.3
55.1
55.9
56.2
56.4
57.2
57.5
59.3
60.7
63.5
64.3
65.6
67.0
68.9

Table 17 The 60 lowest energy AO+ conformers out of 383 conformers optimized. ΔG energies are
given in Hartrees while ΔΔG is reported in kJ/mol. All energies are reported at 298K.

Name
ao_lac2_001
ao_diket2_010
ao_diket3_135
ao_lac3_009
ao_lac2_002
ao_diket3_033
ao_diket2_023
ao_lac2_006
ao_diket3_095
ao_diket2_005
ao_lac3_016
ao_lac2_005
ao_diket3_005
ao_diket3_359
ao_diket2_003
ao_diket2_002
ao_diket3_345

Conformer
lac2
diket2
diket2
lac2
lac2
diket2
diket2
lac2
diket2
diket2
lac2
lac2
diket2
diket2
diket2
diket2
diket2
90

ΔG
-628.9806749
-628.9785503
-628.9785499
-628.978362
-628.9783619
-628.9770828
-628.9770823
-628.9768285
-628.9763434
-628.9763365
-628.9756233
-628.975613
-628.9754819
-628.9754811
-628.9754762
-628.9754203
-628.9754162

ΔΔG
0.0
5.6
5.6
6.1
6.1
9.4
9.4
10.1
11.4
11.4
13.3
13.3
13.6
13.6
13.6
13.8
13.8

ao_lac2_013
ao_lac2_003
ao_lac2_008
ao_lac3_006
ao_lac2_010
ao_lac2_009
ao_lac2_011
ao_lac2_012
ao_diket1_305
ao_diket1_139
ao_diket1_173
ao_diket1_066
ao_diket2_009
ao_diket1_285
ao_diket1_220
ao_diket1_038
ao_diket1_321
ao_lac3_002
ao_lac1_005
ao_oxa3_024
ao_oxa1_067
ao_diket1_086
ao_diket1_085
ao_diket1_284
ao_diket1_159
ao_diket1_256
ao_diket1_104
ao_diket1_237
ao_diket1_224
ao_lac3_018
ao_diket1_239
ao_diket1_310
ao_lac3_023
ao_diket2_015
ao_diket1_029
ao_diket2_022
ao_oxa2_001
ao_oxa3_011
ao_oxa1_090
ao_diket2_027
ao_oxa1_172
ao_lac1_008
ao_oxa3_052

lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
diket4
diket1
diket4
diket4
diket2
diket4
diket1
diket1
diket4
lac3
lac1
lac1
lac1
diket4
diket4
diket1
diket1
diket2
diket1
diket1
diket1
lac3
diket1
diket1
lac3
diket2
diket2
diket2
oxa2
oxa2
oxa2
diket2
lac1
lac1
lac1

-628.9750755
-628.9746823
-628.9732073
-628.9732021
-628.9727586
-628.9717177
-628.9618669
-628.9609135
-628.9606707
-628.9586983
-628.9576312
-628.9567209
-628.9563977
-628.9561278
-628.9557302
-628.9555055
-628.9555014
-628.9551428
-628.9549317
-628.9549308
-628.9549283
-628.9547958
-628.9546097
-628.9544305
-628.9543793
-628.954129
-628.9539689
-628.9539445
-628.953899
-628.9535447
-628.9535231
-628.953362
-628.953218
-628.9529231
-628.9528439
-628.9527801
-628.9518923
-628.9518916
-628.9518913
-628.9512255
-628.951183
-628.9511791
-628.9511784
91

14.7
15.7
19.6
19.6
20.8
23.5
49.4
51.9
52.5
57.7
60.5
62.9
63.7
64.4
65.5
66.1
66.1
67.0
67.6
67.6
67.6
67.9
68.4
68.9
69.0
69.7
70.1
70.2
70.3
71.2
71.3
71.7
72.1
72.9
73.1
73.2
75.6
75.6
75.6
77.3
77.4
77.4
77.4

Table 18 The 60 lowest energy AB+ conformers out of 136 conformers optimized. ΔG energies are
given in Hartrees while ΔΔG is reported in kJ/mol. All energies are reported at 298K.

Conformer
ab_lac1_001
ab_oxa1_032
ab_oxa3_002
ab_lac2_007
ab_lac1_003
ab_lac3_003
ab_diket3_009
ab_diket2_001
ab_lac2_008
ab_diket3_062
ab_diket2_005
ab_lac2_004
ab_lac3_001
ab_lac2_009
ab_lac2_003
ab_diket3_002
ab_diket2_003
ab_lac2_005
ab_diket1_071
ab_diket1_119
ab_diket1_115
ab_diket1_112
ab_diket1_084
ab_diket1_090
ab_lac3_007
ab_lac3_004
ab_oxa1_004
ab_diket3_130
ab_diket3_122
ab_lac3_006
ab_diket3_126
ab_oxa3_003
ab_oxa2_001
ab_oxa1_001
ab_diket1_025
ab_diket1_050
ab_diket1_078
ab_oxa1_030
ab_oxa1_036

Conformer
lac4
lac4
lac4
lac2
lac2
lac2
diket2
diket2
lac2
diket2
diket2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
diket2
diket2
lac2
diket4
diket4
diket4
diket4
diket1
diket1
lac3
lac3
lac1
diket3
diket3
lac3
diket3
oxa2
oxa2
oxa2
diket1
diket1
diket1
oxa1
oxa1
92

ΔG
-589.6818299
-589.6818294
-589.6818264
-589.679969
-589.6799653
-589.6799499
-589.6780628
-589.6780594
-589.6753492
-589.6742212
-589.6742197
-589.6736374
-589.6736307
-589.6734551
-589.6724164
-589.6708892
-589.6708786
-589.6651209
-589.65817
-589.6572804
-589.6569473
-589.6551763
-589.6534834
-589.6534608
-589.6495093
-589.6490923
-589.6482797
-589.647566
-589.6469751
-589.6451442
-589.6443975
-589.6437169
-589.643712
-589.6437104
-589.6433859
-589.6431921
-589.6430598
-589.6422297
-589.6422252

ΔΔG
0.0
0.0
0.0
4.9
4.9
4.9
9.9
9.9
17.0
20.0
20.0
21.5
21.5
22.0
24.7
28.7
28.8
43.9
62.1
64.5
65.3
70.0
74.4
74.5
84.9
86.0
88.1
90.0
91.5
96.3
98.3
100.1
100.1
100.1
100.9
101.4
101.8
104.0
104.0

ab_diket3_100
ab_diket3_119
ab_oxa1_042
ab_diket1_065
ab_oxa1_044
ab_oxa2_003
ab_diket1_082
ab_oxa2_002
ab_oxa3_001
ab_diket3_033
ab_lac1_002
ab_diket3_112
ab_diket3_125
ab_diket1_083
ab_oxa2_006
ab_oxa2_005
ab_oxa1_045
ab_diket3_056
ab_oxa1_051
ab_diket3_017
ab_diket3_073

diket3
diket3
oxa1
diket1
oxa2
oxa2
diket1
oxa2
oxa2
diket3
lac1
diket3
diket3
diket1
oxa2
oxa2
oxa2
diket3
lac1
diket3
diket3

-589.6419256
-589.6419187
-589.6416419
-589.6405459
-589.6404466
-589.6404459
-589.6403351
-589.6400771
-589.6400733
-589.6396206
-589.6396039
-589.6395425
-589.6395362
-589.6394411
-589.6393543
-589.639224
-589.6392175
-589.639179
-589.6390784
-589.6390006
-589.638337

104.8
104.8
105.5
108.4
108.7
108.7
108.9
109.6
109.6
110.8
110.9
111.0
111.0
111.3
111.5
111.9
111.9
112.0
112.2
112.4
114.2

Table 19 All 42 optimized AZ+ structures. ΔG energies are given in Hartrees while ΔΔG is reported
in kJ/mol. All energies are reported at 298K.

Name
az_diket2_001
az_diket3_005
az_diket2_002
az_diket3_002
az_diket1_018
az_diket1_024
az_diket1_014
az_lac2_001
az_diket3_013
az_diket3_023
az_diket1_012
az_diket3_036
az_oxa1_017
az_diket3_018
az_oxa1_009
az_diket1_022
az_diket1_007

Conformer
diket2
diket2
diket2
diket2
diket1
diket1
diket1
lac2
diket3
diket3
diket1
diket3
oxa1
diket3
oxa1
diket1
diket1
93

ΔG
-550.3670408
-550.3670391
-550.3625632
-550.3625621
-550.3582133
-550.3504042
-550.3462351
-550.3455517
-550.3448976
-550.3438915
-550.3431494
-550.3430197
-550.3422206
-550.3417065
-550.3415463
-550.339224
-550.3381857

ΔΔG
0.0
0.0
11.8
11.8
23.2
43.7
54.6
56.4
58.1
60.8
62.7
63.1
65.2
66.5
66.9
73.0
75.8

az_diket3_039
az_diket3_038
az_oxa1_005
az_oxa1_019
az_lac3_001
az_oxa1_021
az_oxa1_020
az_oxa3_009
az_oxa3_006
az_oxa3_004
az_oxa2_007
az_oxa2_016
az_oxa1_024
az_oxa1_026
az_oxa2_003
az_oxa2_006
az_oxa2_001
az_oxa2_014
az_oxa2_018
az_oxa2_015
az_lac1_001
az_oxa2_010
az_oxa2_013
az_oxa2_011

diket3
diket3
oxa1
oxa1
lac2
oxa1
oxa1
oxa3
oxa3
oxa3
oxa2
oxa2
oxa1
oxa1
oxa2
oxa2
oxa2
oxa2
oxa2
oxa2
lac1
oxa2
oxa2
oxa2

-550.3377495
-550.3362661
-550.3357705
-550.3331471
-550.3328058
-550.3326826
-550.3325814
-550.3322373
-550.3279802
-550.3269501
-550.3267376
-550.3267311
-550.3264914
-550.3259063
-550.3255735
-550.3254584
-550.3253349
-550.3251092
-550.3250885
-550.3250265
-550.3248632
-550.3248485
-550.3241236
-550.323699

76.9
80.8
82.1
89.0
89.9
90.2
90.5
91.4
102.6
105.3
105.8
105.8
106.5
108.0
108.9
109.2
109.5
110.1
110.1
110.3
110.7
110.8
112.7
113.8

Table 20 The 60 lowest energy AAK+ conformers out of 1865 conformers optimized. ΔG energies
are given in Hartrees while ΔΔG is reported in kJ/mol. All energies are reported at 298K.

Name
aak_lac3_123
aak_lac4_008
aak_lac6_123
aak_lac2_079
aak_lac5_154
aak_lac5_039
aak_lac2_019
aak_lac7_109
aak_lac2_004
aak_lac5_008
aak_lac2_015
aak_lac5_202
aak_lac5_063
aak_lac2_007

Conformer
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac3
lac3
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac5
lac3
lac2
94

ΔG
-915.6127729
-915.6127729
-915.6127729
-915.6127698
-915.6123243
-915.6117215
-915.6083369
-915.6083287
-915.6081896
-915.6070776
-915.6070715
-915.6068542
-915.6065818
-915.6063843

ΔΔG
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.2
2.8
11.6
11.7
12.0
15.0
15.0
15.5
16.3
16.8

aak_lac3_172
aak_lac6_172
aak_lac4_083
aak_lac7_083
aak_lac5_129
aak_lac2_018
aak_lac5_180
aak_lac5_108
aak_lac2_084
aak_lac5_035
aak_lac2_005
aak_lac2_001
aak_lac5_133
aak_lac3_195
aak_lac6_195
aak_lac5_118
aak_lac5_042
aak_lac5_004
aak_lac2_031
aak_lac2_017
aak_lac4_190
aak_lac7_190
aak_lac2_016
aak_lac5_153
aak_lac5_047
aak_lac2_012
aak_lac5_086
aak_lac5_062
aak_lac2_090
aak_lac2_013
aak_lac2_014
aak_lac5_160
aak_lac5_010
aak_lac2_043
aak_lac5_113
aak_lac2_034
aak_lac5_040
aak_lac5_016
aak_lac2_058
aak_lac5_023
aak_lac2_022
aak_lac2_081
aak_lac5_038

lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac3
lac2
lac3
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac3
lac2
lac2
lac3
lac3
lac3
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac3
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac3
lac2
lac2
lac4
lac2
lac2
lac4
lac2
lac4
lac2
lac2
lac3

-915.606383
-915.606383
-915.606382
-915.606382
-915.606255
-915.6057184
-915.6056803
-915.6055863
-915.6055798
-915.6051117
-915.6051101
-915.6050595
-915.6048794
-915.604593
-915.604593
-915.6040322
-915.6034478
-915.6034259
-915.6030921
-915.6028198
-915.602799
-915.602799
-915.6026066
-915.6026052
-915.6024517
-915.6021145
-915.60211
-915.6019656
-915.6019583
-915.6016997
-915.6014235
-915.6012343
-915.6011894
-915.6011843
-915.6009066
-915.6008678
-915.6008534
-915.6008375
-915.6006693
-915.6006074
-915.6004858
-915.6004644
-915.6004571
95

16.8
16.8
16.8
16.8
17.1
18.5
18.6
18.9
18.9
20.1
20.1
20.3
20.7
21.5
21.5
22.9
24.5
24.5
25.4
26.1
26.2
26.2
26.7
26.7
27.1
28.0
28.0
28.4
28.4
29.1
29.8
30.3
30.4
30.4
31.2
31.3
31.3
31.3
31.8
31.9
32.3
32.3
32.3

aak_lac5_156
aak_lac2_023
aak_lac4_011

lac2
lac2
lac2

-915.6004174
-915.6004147
-915.6003136

32.4
32.4
32.7

Table 21 The 60 lowest energy AAO+ conformers out of 576 conformers optimized. ΔG energies
are given in Hartrees while ΔΔG is reported in kJ/mol. All energies are reported at 298K.

Name
aao_lac2_001
aao_lac5_027
aao_lac5_043
aao_lac2_011
aao_lac3_019
aao_lac2_003
aao_lac1_041
aao_lac2_004
aao_lac3_084
aao_lac3_037
aao_lac3_083
aao_lac4_004
aao_lac3_051
aao_lac2_010
aao_lac2_005
aao_lac3_048
aao_lac3_058
aao_lac4_001
aao_lac5_012
aao_lac5_025
aao_lac3_088
aao_lac2_002
aao_lac3_012
aao_lac2_015
aao_lac3_082
aao_lac2_024
aao_lac4_006
aao_lac3_086
aao_lac4_020
aao_lac5_020
aao_lac3_075
aao_lac3_025
aao_lac2_030
aao_lac5_029
aao_lac3_079

Conformer
lac2
lac4
lac4
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac3
lac3
lac3
lac3
lac4
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac3
lac3
lac5
lac5
lac3
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac4
lac2
lac3
lac3
lac3
lac5
lac4
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac3
96

ΔG
-876.3186973
-876.3175436
-876.3166901
-876.3164198
-876.3161603
-876.316155
-876.3149519
-876.3149503
-876.3145976
-876.3138297
-876.3134338
-876.3134318
-876.3132087
-876.3129852
-876.3129764
-876.3129699
-876.3127499
-876.3127395
-876.312686
-876.3125875
-876.3124637
-876.3120072
-876.3118288
-876.3118267
-876.3115355
-876.3110999
-876.3110656
-876.3107937
-876.3107907
-876.3107539
-876.3101558
-876.3099009
-876.309899
-876.3096619
-876.3096424

ΔΔG
0.0
3.0
5.3
6.0
6.7
6.7
9.8
9.8
10.8
12.8
13.8
13.8
14.4
15.0
15.0
15.0
15.6
15.6
15.8
16.0
16.4
17.6
18.0
18.0
18.8
19.9
20.0
20.8
20.8
20.9
22.4
23.1
23.1
23.7
23.8

aao_lac3_013
aao_lac4_005
aao_lac5_010
aao_lac2_008
aao_lac3_072
aao_lac4_024
aao_lac3_092
aao_lac4_009
aao_lac3_066
aao_lac3_002
aao_lac2_018
aao_lac2_007
aao_lac3_040
aao_lac5_008
aao_lac2_013
aao_lac3_006
aao_lac4_010
aao_lac5_013
aao_lac2_025
aao_lac2_033
aao_lac5_018
aao_lac3_036
aao_lac4_021
aao_lac5_037
aao_lac4_014

lac3
lac4
lac5
lac2
lac2
lac3
lac3
lac3
lac3
lac3
lac2
lac2
lac4
lac5
lac2
lac2
lac4
lac4
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac3
lac4
lac5
lac5

-876.3093899
-876.3092918
-876.3092456
-876.3089231
-876.308871
-876.3087537
-876.3087511
-876.3086784
-876.3086701
-876.3085522
-876.3085001
-876.307984
-876.3078835
-876.3077416
-876.3075317
-876.3075138
-876.3073318
-876.3072124
-876.3070362
-876.3069551
-876.306945
-876.3069344
-876.3069268
-876.3068745
-876.3068624

24.4
24.7
24.8
25.7
25.8
26.1
26.1
26.3
26.3
26.6
26.8
28.1
28.4
28.8
29.3
29.4
29.8
30.2
30.6
30.8
30.9
30.9
30.9
31.0
31.1

Table 22 The 60 lowest energy AAB+ conformers out of 440 conformers optimized. ΔG energies
are given in Hartrees while ΔΔG is reported in kJ/mol. All energies are reported at 298K.

Conformer
aab_lac1_0050
aab_lac2_0004
aab_lac3_0029
aab_lac1_0020
aab_lac2_0003
aab_lac2_0005
aab_lac3_0108
aab_lac4_0101
aab_lac5_0013
aab_lac1_0026
aab_lac3_0100
aab_lac3_0099
aab_lac4_0095

Structure
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac4
lac4
lac2
lac2
lac3
lac3
97

ΔG
-837.0185456
-837.0185411
-837.016862
-837.016859
-837.0168543
-837.0164292
-837.0143181
-837.0140711
-837.0140679
-837.0139758
-837.0139654
-837.0132205
-837.0132174

ΔΔG
0.0
0.0
4.4
4.4
4.4
5.6
11.1
11.7
11.8
12.0
12.0
14.0
14.0

aab_lac5_0049
aab_lac4_0059
aab_lac2_0002
aab_lac1_0067
aab_lac3_0053
aab_lac1_0005
aab_oxa3_271
aab_oxa5_007
aab_lac4_0056
aab_lac5_0064
aab_lac3_0070
aab_lac3_0039
aab_lac4_0019
aab_lac3_0060
aab_lac3_0041
aab_lac4_0002
aab_lac3_0058
aab_lac4_0068
aab_lac4_0110
aab_lac3_0078
aab_lac5_0004
aab_lac1_0018
aab_lac2_0006
aab_lac3_0031
aab_lac4_0086
aab_lac3_0097
aab_lac3_0067
aab_lac4_0107
aab_lac2_0012
aab_lac2_0009
aab_lac3_0006
aab_lac5_0029
aab_lac2_0016
aab_lac4_0041
aab_lac3_0004
aab_lac2_0015
aab_lac2_0014
aab_oxa3_512
aab_lac2_0007
aab_lac4_0001
aab_lac5_0007
aab_lac4_0115
aab_lac5_0001

lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac3
lac4
lac4
lac4
lac3
lac3
lac3
lac5
lac3
lac3
lac3
lac3
lac3
lac3
lac2
lac5
lac5
lac2
lac2
lac3
lac3
lac2
lac3
lac3
lac2
lac2
lac5
lac5
lac2
lac4
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac4
lac4
lac2
lac5

-837.0126891
-837.0126781
-837.0126768
-837.0126755
-837.0123892
-837.0123036
-837.0123012
-837.0122979
-837.0122973
-837.0116907
-837.011687
-837.0113794
-837.0113144
-837.0113133
-837.0108366
-837.0108198
-837.0105584
-837.0105478
-837.0098873
-837.0095745
-837.0095533
-837.0090641
-837.0090605
-837.0090543
-837.0090483
-837.0088243
-837.0087118
-837.0087015
-837.0079879
-837.007929
-837.0078932
-837.0078919
-837.0078888
-837.007843
-837.0076899
-837.0076812
-837.007569
-837.0074648
-837.0073313
-837.0071062
-837.0071051
-837.006686
-837.0065752
98

15.4
15.4
15.4
15.4
16.2
16.4
16.4
16.4
16.4
18.0
18.0
18.8
19.0
19.0
20.2
20.3
21.0
21.0
22.7
23.6
23.6
24.9
24.9
24.9
24.9
25.5
25.8
25.8
27.7
27.9
28.0
28.0
28.0
28.1
28.5
28.5
28.8
29.1
29.4
30.0
30.0
31.1
31.4

aab_lac3_0009
aab_lac3_0008
aab_lac3_0104
aab_lac5_0020

lac5
lac3
lac3
lac4

-837.0065747
-837.0065514
-837.0062241
-837.005792

31.4
31.5
32.3
33.5

Table 23 The 60 lowest energy AAZ+ conformers out of 346 conformers optimized. ΔG energies
are given in Hartrees while ΔΔG is reported in kJ/mol. All energies are reported at 298K.

Name
aaz_lac2_0002
aaz_lac3_0042
aaz_lac3_0069
aaz_lac2_0010
aaz_lac2_0003
aaz_lac5_0038
aaz_lac3_0101
aaz_lac2_0007
aaz_lac2_0001
aaz_lac2_0005
aaz_lac4_0049
aaz_lac2_0025
aaz_lac3_0015
aaz_macro4_0305
aaz_macro2_1580
aaz_macro1_0001
aaz_lac5_0020
aaz_lac3_0109
aaz_lac3_0040
aaz_lac3_0084
aaz_lac4_0008
aaz_macro2_0772
aaz_macro1_0002
aaz_macro4_0207
aaz_lac2_0008
aaz_lac3_0059
aaz_lac2_0031
aaz_lac2_0023
aaz_lac3_0020
aaz_oxa1_0021
aaz_oxa4_0007
aaz_oxa3_1198
aaz_lac4_0001
aaz_lac4_0057

Conformer
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
macro1
macro1
macro1
lac2
lac2
lac3
lac3
lac3
macro1
macro1
macro1
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
lac2
oxa1
oxa1
oxa1
lac3
lac3
99

ΔG
-797.6865439
-797.6865438
-797.6862363
-797.6855674
-797.6849128
-797.6849077
-797.6834148
-797.6831022
-797.6822075
-797.6816197
-797.6816134
-797.6809567
-797.6809539
-797.6806928
-797.6806843
-797.6806807
-797.6806267
-797.680623
-797.6803864
-797.6802665
-797.6802606
-797.6801692
-797.6801691
-797.6801689
-797.6799654
-797.6799636
-797.6799235
-797.6795558
-797.6795389
-797.6792261
-797.6792252
-797.679223
-797.6791871
-797.6791444

ΔΔG
0.0
0.0
0.8
2.6
4.3
4.3
8.2
9.0
11.4
12.9
12.9
14.7
14.7
15.4
15.4
15.4
15.5
15.5
16.2
16.5
16.5
16.7
16.7
16.7
17.3
17.3
17.4
18.3
18.4
19.2
19.2
19.2
19.3
19.4

aaz_lac3_0029
aaz_lac2_0046
aaz_lac5_0053
aaz_lac3_0053
aaz_oxa2_0240
aaz_oxa1_0004
aaz_oxa3_0440
aaz_oxa4_0004
aaz_lac3_0046
aaz_lac3_0022
aaz_lac2_0042
aaz_lac5_0008
aaz_lac3_0036
aaz_lac2_0049
aaz_lac3_0065
aaz_oxa1_0002
aaz_oxa4_0002
aaz_lac3_0018
aaz_lac2_0019
aaz_lac3_0047
aaz_macro2_1530
aaz_macro1_0008
aaz_lac5_0010
aaz_lac4_0045
aaz_lac4_0016
aaz_lac2_0015

lac3
lac2
lac3
lac3
oxa1
oxa1
oxa1
oxa1
lac3
lac3
lac2
lac2
lac3
lac2
lac2
oxa1
oxa1
lac2
lac2
lac3
macro1
macro1
lac4
lac4
lac2
lac2

100

-797.6791373
-797.6785521
-797.6785513
-797.6785492
-797.6784196
-797.6784191
-797.678416
-797.6784106
-797.6783926
-797.6783484
-797.67805
-797.6780456
-797.6778772
-797.6778253
-797.6778216
-797.6775356
-797.6775356
-797.6773909
-797.6773896
-797.677016
-797.6768247
-797.6768186
-797.6767867
-797.6767683
-797.6764968
-797.6764626

19.4
21.0
21.0
21.0
21.3
21.3
21.3
21.4
21.4
21.5
22.3
22.3
22.8
22.9
22.9
23.7
23.7
24.0
24.0
25.0
25.5
25.5
25.6
25.7
26.4
26.5

Figures

Figure 39 Lowest lying AO+ structure for each isomer type as computed by the B3LYP (Left), M062X (Middle), and ωB97-XD (Right) methods.

101

Figure 40 Lowest lying AB+ structure for each isomer type as computed by the B3LYP (Left), M062X (Middle), and ωB97-XD (Right) methods.

102

Figure 41 Calculated spectra for the AO+ Oxazolone (Top), Diketopiperazine (Middle), and Lactam
(Bottom) isomers as compared to the experimental spectrum collected from FELIX.

103

Figure 42 Calculated spectra for the AB+ Oxazolone (Top) and Diketopiperazine (Bottom) isomers
as compared to the experimental spectrum collected from CLIO.

104

Figure 43 An overlay comparison of the lowest energy AK+ theoretical lactam spectrum (Dashed
Green) and the experimental data gathered from CLIO (Solid Black).

Figure 44 An overlay comparison of the lowest energy AK+ theoretical diketopiperazine spectrum

(Dashed Green) and the experimental data gathered from CLIO (Solid Black).
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